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(i)

In This Issue

“The Role of Academies” is a brief history of the Academies and one of the most concise 
and insightful commentaries on the role of Academies in the march of civilization and prog-
ress. It is concise, densely packed, and loaded with challenging historical insights. Ivo Šlaus’ 
overview of Global Academies is brief, but rich in insight. Šlaus has been a world leader in 
seeking not only to advance the agenda of the World Academy of Art and Science, but in 
reaching out to all sister Academies, world-wide, in seeking to forge a global web of connec-
tions to confront the great problems and challenges of our times.

“The Struggle for Justice in the Civil Rights March from Selma to Montgomery” is 
re-printed from an article that the author has published in the Faulkner Law Review. It was 
based on a key-note address he gave to commemorate the Civil Rights March from Selma to 
Montgomery, a march that highlighted the civil rights quest for social justice. In this article, 
Winston Nagan locates the dynamics of the claim for justice by the civil rights marches 
in the Magna Carta and the evolution of the rule of law idea in the common law system of 
justice. The article highlights the fact that the Magna Carta, although written for a community 
steeped in futile values, nonetheless contained concepts and ideas critical to the notion of 
justice that continued to endure over 1,000 years after the Magna Carta was imposed upon 
the English Sovereign. From the perspective of the World Academy the central message of 
the Magna Carta was its repudiation of Sovereign Absolutism. In various forms this remains 
a great challenge for a new paradigm of global governors. The article highlights the impor-
tance of judges who were professionally skilled, independent and competent in permitting the 
endurance of the rule of law as a challenge to sovereign absolutism. The march from Selma 
to Montgomery was a celebration of the idea of protest by non-violent strategies of action. In 
this regard, change came about from the top, from the middle and from the bottom. A crucial 
element in the change was a brave federal judge Frank Johnson ruled that the marchers had 
a right to march and petition for a redress of grievances. The article draws attention to the 
inspiration given by religious values and draws on the insights of physicist David Bohm. 
Bohm addresses that meaning is also being human.

John Scales Avery has provided us with a useful, short and punchy overview of the 
multitude of serious crises that confront humanity and contain the seeds of a possible extinc-
tion of human species in his article, “Institutional and Cultural Inertia”. He attributes  global 
failure to adequately respond to these crises and sees the lack of response as rooted in a form 
of institutional inertia. He also hints at the reasons for inertia which are partly related to 
sovereign absolutism and the growth of a global plutocracy. This suggests that enlightened 
thinkers such as those in the World Academy of Art and Science must be more realistic 
in their responses to the dangers of institutional inertia. Avery also suggests, that religious 
conservatism conspires to strengthen an inertia resistant to change and he also draws atten-
tion to the Santa Claus culture of high consumption which does not enhance more reflective 
human expectations about the crises we face. Avery’s focus on factors that strengthen inertia 
is an important arena for further and informed discourse.

http://eruditio.worldacademy.org/issue-6/article/role-academies
http://eruditio.worldacademy.org/issue-6/article/struggle-justice-civil-rights-march-selma-montgomery
http://eruditio.worldacademy.org/issue-6/article/institutional-and-cultural-inertia


(ii)

 Donato Kiniger-Passigli & Anna Biondi have written an important paper about the role 
of human responsibility collectively, as humanity approaches the looming crisis that could 
promise a disastrous extinction of life as we know it. In their article, “A People-centered, 
Preventive Approach to Disaster Risk,” they particularly look at the importance of more 
collaborative relationships between workers and employers and review the toolkit within 
the International Labor Organization (ILO) process to facilitate an inclusive person-centered 
cooperative approach to human intervention to save the planet from itself.

“Priming Political Leaders for Fateful Choices” is a short piece, but its fundamental 
message cuts to the heart of the reason for being in the World Academy of Art and Science. 
What drives Yehezkel Dror is that the impact of science on our environment will soon be 
giving us unprecedented challenges, huge opportunities and even catastrophic dangers. And 
here, the World Academy with its commitment to exploring the policy implications and 
social consequences of all forms of knowledge is challenged. What Dror wishes to explore 
is how knowledge and scientific advances with their promises and threats may be brought to 
the attention of political leaders and highly-placed civil servants. This remains a challenge 
because the political culture still seems to be insulated from the intellectual and scientific 
culture and its important knowledge base.

Winston P. Nagan 
Chairman of the Board, World Academy of Art & Science
Chair, Program Committee
Editor-in-Chief, Eruditio

http://eruditio.worldacademy.org/issue-6/article/people-centred-preventive-approach-disaster-risk
http://eruditio.worldacademy.org/issue-6/article/people-centred-preventive-approach-disaster-risk
http://eruditio.worldacademy.org/issue-6/article/priming-policy-strata-fateful-choices
http://eruditio.worldacademy.org/
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University College for International Relations & Diplomacy, Zagreb, Croatia

Abstract
Brief history of academies is presented, and the current role of academies is outlined.

1. Introduction
Contemporary world is global, interdependent and rapidly changing.1 These features are 

occurring for the first time in human history. All of these features are science and technology 
generated. Present time can be best described by Charles Dickens’ opening sentence of his 
novel “The Tale of Two Cities” describing the times encompassing the French Revolution: 
“It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom and it was the 
age of foolishness, …. it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair…” The world 
is currently facing economic, political and moral crises. The only inexhaustible resource is 
knowledge. The most valuable capital is human (including social) capital, as shown by Sir 
Partha Dasgupta and his collaborators (see Table 1). The second column lists the real total 
capital of each nation and HC indicates the percentage due to human capital. Human capital 
includes health, education, freedom, creativity and activity of human beings, and once again 
science and curiosity-driven research play essential roles. 

Table 1: Real Wealth of Nations2

USA (2008) = $ 117.8 trillion (HC = 75%)
UK = $ 13.4 (HC = 88%)
Saudi Arabia = $ 4.9 (HC = 35%)
Brazil = $ 7.4 (HC = 62%)
Russian Federation = $ 10.3 (HC = 21%)

“All men by nature desire to know” wrote Aristotle in his Metaphysics. The curiosity-
driven research is one of the essential human characteristics and needs. Notwithstanding 
enormous progress in all scientific disciplines, our knowledge is still quite rudimentary. 
Whenever we hope we have attained the Standard model we realize that it accounts for 
possibly just less than 5% of one particular universe (as we know in physics). Facing the 
complex world we live in, opportunities, threats, dangers, weaknesses and strength as well as 
overcoming crises – each one and all of them demand research and understanding! 

* The article was presented at the Opening of the Round Table “The Role of Science and Academy in the Development of Society”, Banja Luka, September 
19, 2014
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Schools, universities, research centers and academies are components of an intertwined 
system generating and maintaining research and understanding. Here we will concentrate 
on one: academies. Academy is an institution of higher learning, research and honorary 
membership. 

2. Brief History 
The archaic name of an area containing a sacred grove of olives outside of Athens’ wall 

dedicated to goddess Athena was Εκαδημια. The name later evolved into Ακαδημια (and 
became linked with the name of an Athenian hero Akademos). This was a sacred place from 
the Bronze Age (cult possibly associated with hero-gods Castor and Polydeuces, and with 
Akademos, Theseus and Helen). When he was 30 years old Plato (424-348 BC) acquired 
this grove and lectured there (estimated to be mid 380 BC). The Plato’s Academic Club was 
exclusive, but – at least during Plato’s time – there was no charge. Two women were part 
of the Academy: Axiothea and Lasthenia. According to a legend originated 700 years later 
the phrase “Let none except geometers enter here!” was inscribed above the entrance of 
the Academy. A famous member of Plato’s Academy was Aristotle who later founded his 
Lyceum. Though it is often said that Plato’s Academy was a school for future politicians, the 
evidence is not convincing. The last head of the Plato’s Academy was Philo of Larissa (154-83 
BC). In 86 BC Lucius Cornelius Sulla conquered Athens and destroyed Plato’s Academy and 
Aristotle’s Lyceum. The destruction was so complete that the new academy had to be opened 
in a different place. After a lapse of an early Roman occupation, the Academy was re-founded 
including many international scholars. The last head of the Academy was Damascius of Syria. 
Emperor Justinian closed the Academy in 529 AD. Some members of the Academy went to 
Harrar near Edessa and it seems that the part of the Academy survived to reemerge during 
the Islamic Golden Age as the House of Wisdom and the Academy of Gundishapur (6th to 
12th AD) in Sassanid Persia. In parallel with Plato’s Academy numerous research centers 
developed from 6th century BC till about 12th century AD, e.g.: Taksasila (near Islamabad, 
Pakistan), Nalanda (Bihar, India), Varanasi (India), Kanchipuram (near Chennai, India), 
Guozijian (located in the capitals of China during Han, Sui and Ming dynasties). Famous 
scholars and scientists mark these activities: Panini (4th century BC India, known for his 
Sanskrit grammar), Atreya (great Hindu sage and physician, 6th century BC) and Kautilya 
(Chanakya – 370-283 BC, author of Arthashastra considered to forebode Il Principe).

While the oldest universities in Europe were founded from the 11th century (Bologna 
1088, Oxford 1096-1167, Salamanca 1134, Paris 1160, Cambridge 1209, Padua 1222, Naples 
1224, and Schola Medica Salernitana even in 9th century), academies were established much 
later. Cosimo de’ Medici founded an academy in 1439, and the Accademia di Belle Arti was 
established in Firenze in 1563. Accademia della Crusca founded in 1582 and devoted mainly 
to language studies inspired Richelieu to establish Académie Française in 1635. Accademia 
dei Lincei was founded in 1603 in Rome, and Accademia del Cimento by Galileo’s students 
in 1657. 

Origin of the Académie Française was in informal literary group meetings at Hotel de 
Rambouillet since early 1620. In 1635 at Richelieu’s urging Louis XIII granted “to labor 
with all the care and diligence possible, to give the exact rules to our language, to render it 
capable of treating the arts and sciences.” Académie Française was suppressed in 1793 during 
the French Revolution and restored under Napoleon in 1803. In 1795 all French academies 
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were replaced by Institut de France with classes. Louis 
XVIII in 1816 restored the name Académie. The President of 
France is the “protector” of Académie Française numbering 
40 immortals (total 719, 6 women, first elected Marguerite 
Yourcenar in 1980). 20 members have been expelled: Auger 
de Moléon de Granier in 1638 because of theft, Ph. Petain and 
three others because of Vichy). Académie Française included 
politicians (5 heads of France, e.g.: A. Thiers, R. Poincaré and V. Giscard d’Estaign, one 
foreign L.Sedar Senghor). Among the members of Académie Française were Voltaire, H. 
Poincaré, V. Hugo, L. Pasteur, but not J.J. Rousseau, J. P. Sartre, H. De Balzac, R. Descartes, 
D. Diderot, M.Proust. 

Academia Naturae Curiosorum was founded by four physicians in 1652. In 1677 Leopold, 
emperor of the Holy Roman Empire recognized it and in 1699 gave the name Leopoldina. 
On Nov 28, 1660 a group of twelve scientists from the Invisible College announced the 
formation of “College for the Promoting of Physico-Mathematical Experimental Learning” 
and in 1662 Charles II signed a Royal Charter for Royal Society, and since then every 
monarch is a patron of the Royal Society. In 1666 Colbert gathered a group of scientists to 
found a scientific society of Paris, and in 1699 Louis XIV established Académie royale des 
sciences. Brandenburg Academy was initiated by Leibnitz who was its first president in 1700. 
Russian Academy of Sciences was established in 1724 by Peter the Great, and it was initiated 
by Leibnitz. Swedish Academy of Sciences was founded in 1739. 

Academia Scientiarum et Artium Slavorum Meridionalium (Jugoslavenska akademija 
znanosti i umjetnosti) was initiated by Bishop J. J. Strossmayer (his proposal in the Croatian 
Parliament in 1861 was unanimously approved. Emperor and King Franz Joseph approved 
it in 1866 originally appointing 14 members). Bulgarian academy was founded in 1869 and 
Serbian in 1886. 

Act of Incorporation of the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) was signed by A. 
Lincoln on March 3, 1863 and nominated 50 charter members. First president of NAS was A. 
D. Bache, and second Joseph Henry. Institute of Medicine was established in 1970, National 
Academy of Engineering in 1964, while the National Research Council was founded in 1917. 

Several observations can be made from the history of academies and research centers. 
First, academies, research centers and universities are closely intertwined and they represent 
one of the earliest and most important aspects of human civilizations. Second, spectrum of 
their activity is very broad – from astronomy and physics to languages, political sciences 
and spirituality, thereby being the essence of human development. Third, all academies 
are associated with sovereign states, but frequently political power destroyed academies: 
Sulla destroyed Plato’s Academy in 86 BC, then Justinian closed it in 529 AD, Library of 
Alexandria was destroyed several times (attack of Aurelian in AD 270-275 [it was during his 
reign that the title dominus et deus referring to him was used on official documents], order of 
Patriarch Theophilus of Alexandria in 391 AD, murder of Hypatia in 415 AD and destruction 
by Caliph Omar in 642 AD) and Mamluk dynasty destroyed Nalanda in 1200 AD. 

Politics, science and research are strongly but strangely intertwined. It was realized 
already by Aristotle who refers to politics as master science, but considers political system 

“Politics, science and 
research are strongly 
but strangely inter-
twined. ”
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to be an organism where all parts cannot exist without others, and 
the best form of government is that where every man, whoever 
he is, can act best and be happy.3 Though research and science are 
the main engines of current development, political structure still 
maintains its odd relationship with researchers and universities 
and academies. Apparently, French President G. Pompidou said 
“There are three roads to ruin: women, gambling and technicians. 
The most pleasant is with women, the quickest is with gambling, 
but the surest is with technicians.”4 It is not clear what he meant 
by “technicians”, but it is likely he thought of scientists. Lisbon 
Strategy of the EU, European Council, March 23-24, 2000 aims 
to make the EU “the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world 
capable of sustainable economic growth with more and better jobs and greater social cohesion” 
by 2010. 3% of the national GDP devoted to R&D was a guarantor of achieving sustainable 
economic growth. None of these goals were achieved,5 actually now the national average 
for research and innovation spending by all member states is 2.06%. “The applied and hard 
sciences are at risk. EU research funding in general is currently threatened by massive budget 
cuts of up to one billion euros, which Christian Ehler, Member of the European Parliament 
Industry, Research and Energy Committee has condemned as completely unacceptable.” 
In addition, President Jean-Claude Juncker has abolished both the Chief Scientific Adviser 
position and Bureau of European Policy Advisers.6 

3. Global Academies
In a global world it is necessary that educational, research and political structures do have 

global aspects also. Pontificia Insigne Accademia di Belle Arte e Letteratura dei Virtuosi 
al Pantheon was founded in 1542, the title Pontifical was conferred by Pope Pius IX in 
1861 and Accademia was added in 1928 by Pope Pius XI. Accademia delle Scienze has 
its roots in Accademia dei Lincei founded in 1603, and then Pope Pius IX reestablished it 
in 1847, and then Pius XI in 1936. Pontifical Academy of Science has up to 80 members. 
These are the first global academies. There are now 11 pontifical academies (e.g. Pontificia 
Accademia della Teologia founded in 1718 and of Archaeology founded in 1810, as well as 
Pontifical Academy of Social Science and Pontifical Academy for Life both founded in 1994, 
the second one devoted to promote the life ethics consistent to the Roman Catholic Church). 

On the initiative of Albert Einstein, John A. Fleming (former president of ICSU), 
Richard Montgomery Field (former chairman of International Committee on Social Value of 
Science), Sir Ian Clunies Ross and Homer Le Roy Schantz and following the International 
conference on Science and Human Affairs organized in October 1956 in Washington 
scientists established the World Academy of Art and Science (WAAS) in 1960. One of its 
Charter fellows Hugo Boyko emphasized in his talk in Washington: “Mankind has become a 
whole and undividable unit... We have all become neighbors. ... We are starting to trespass the 
accepted border of earth, space, matter and energy... If already these decisive dividing lines 
of nature seem to disappear before our very eyes and in our comprehension, how small and 
insignificant and negligible seem the political frontiers.... We need farseeing statesmanship 
in cooperation with leading scientists.” WAAS had 40 founding members: 14 from the USA, 
6 from France, 6 from the Netherlands, 5 UK, 3 Israel, 2 Belgium, and one from Italy, India 

“In a global world 
it is necessary 
that educational, 
research and po-
litical structures 
do have global as-
pects also.”
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Canada and Denmark each. Among them were: Pierre Auger, John Boyd Orr, H. Boyko, 
G. Brock Chisholm, H. Lasswell, H. J. Muller, R. Oppenheimer, J. Rotblat, B. Russell,  
H. Urey. Among famous Fellows are: John Eccles, Buckmister Fuller, A. M. Lwoff, A. Myrdal,  
G. Myrdal, A. Maslow, Y. Menuhin, H. Moore, L. Pauling, P. Noel-Baker, F. Seitz, J. Salk,  
A. Tiselius. (Nobel Prize laureates underlined)

The Article III of the Statues of WAAS declares its objective and purposes: 

• to contribute to the progress of global civilization, human welfare, evolution of glob-
al governance, peace, sustainable development and the realization of human dignity 
through transnational studies, projects, appraisals and recommendations; and

• to function as a transnational forum for interdisciplinary discussion of art and science 
and the social consequences and policy implication of knowledge.

And the motto of the WAAS is: Leadership in Thought that Leads to Action.

Presently, WAAS has 730 fellows from all continents. In addition to full fellows, WAAS 
has associate and junior fellows. The first president of WAAS was Lord John Boyd Orr, 
Nobel Prize winner and President of FAO. He was followed by ecologist Hugo Boyko, and 
then microbiologist Stuart Mudd, President of National Academy of Sciences Detlev Bronk, 
Harold Lasswell, A. Schweitzer professor of law, economist Walter Isard, professor of law 
R. St. John McDonald, microbiologist Carl-Goran Heden, Harlan Cleveland - diplomat, 
educator and former US Ambassador to NATO, Walter T. Anderson, political scientist, J. 
H. Schwartz, archaeologist, Ivo Šlaus, physicist and Heitor Gurgulino de Souza, physicist 
and former director of UN University. Currently, the main focus of WAAS is developing a 
new paradigm of human centered development. WAAS is a member of InterAcademy Panel 
and it closely collaborates with many international organizations, e.g. Pugwash Movement, 
The Club of Rome, Club de Madrid, European Leadership Network, World Future Council, 
Partnership for Change as well as other national and regional academies. 

The Global Young Academy (GYA) has been established in 2010 following the 2008 and 
2009 Summer Davos conferences and with the support of the InterAcademy Panel (IAP). 
GYA focuses on science and policy, education and outreach, and the research environment. 
Members of GYA are those of average age of 35 years and at the beginning of their 
independent academic careers. Its office is at the Berlin Brandenburg Academy. As of 2014 
GYA has reached its full capacity of 200 members from 58 countries elected for a period of 
5 years, and it has 63 alumni. 

In addition to these two truly global academies, in 1983 TWAS – The World Academy 
of Sciences for the advancement of science in developing countries was founded by Abdus 
Salam in Trieste. In 1985 the UN Secretary General gave TWAS UN support and the 2004 
Italian law assures financial support to TWAS. Currently, TWAS has almost 1100 members 
from 90 countries.

Islamic World Academy of Science (IAS) was founded in 1986, and now has almost 100 
members.
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ACAL – Latin American Academy of Sciences was founded in 
1982 with Pontifical Academy’s initiative, and currently has 154 
members. 

African Academy of Sciences (AAS) was founded in Trieste 
at TWAS conference in 1985. It was supported by Carnegie Corp. 
and Rockefeller Foundation, and now by Government of Kenya. 
In 2011 AAS had 162 members.

European Academy of Sciences, Arts and Humanities was founded in 1979 in Paris. 
Among its founders are: I. Prigogine, L. Leprince-Ringuet and R. Huygens, and its first 
president was Raymond Daudel.

Academia Europaea was founded in 1988 in Cambridge. There were 110 founding 
members from Europe: Sir Arnold Burgen (first president), H. Curien, U. Colombo, B. 
Flowers, R. Mössbauer, E. Seibold, R. van Lieshout and D. Magnusson. Among 110 founding 
members there were two from former Yugoslavia. Academia Europeae included scientists 
from all European countries as well as scientists from other countries, notably the USA 
and Israel. Today it numbers over 2000 members from 35 European and 8 non-European 
countries. 

European Academy of Sciences and Arts was founded in 1990 in Salzburg, and its 
founders were F. Unger (president), P. Klaus, and E. Gornik. Currently it has over 1500 
members, and presidents of several European countries act as its protectors.

Several associations of academies have been established: ALLEA – All European 
Academies, founded in 1994, includes 52 academies from over 40 countries. Its first president 
was P. Drenth (Netherlands), followed by Jüri Engelbrecht (Estonia) and now Günter Stock 
(Germany).

IAP – InterAcademy Panel, founded in 1993, includes 106 national academies, and now 
includes WAAS. It is operated by TWAS and located in Trieste. IAP co-chairs are Volker 
ter Meulen and Mohamed Hassan. In 2000 IAP established InterAcademy Council (IAC) 
governed by a board of 15 academies' presidents from around the world. InterAcademy 
Medical Panel (IAMP) includes academies that have medical members. IAMP is also located 
in Trieste and currently includes 69 academies. The mission of IAP, IAMP and IAC is to reach 
out to society and to participate in essential discussions. This task is accomplished by issuing 
statements and IAP has issued statements since its beginning in 1993. One of the recent (Nov 
2014) IAP and IAMP Statement is on Antimicrobial Resistance: A call for Action.

4. Academies and Politics
More than 200 years ago Friedrich Schiller wrote “Our century has given birth to a great 

epoch. But the great moment finds a stunted generation. And even more stunted rulers.”7 

This is today even more so – since the contemporary world evolves much more rapidly 
and it is interdependent and global. As we stressed already this great epoch is generated by 
science and causes politicians to be stunted. Can science help to guide citizens and guide 
leaders? This is a crucial issue since Plato and now again re-addressed by Y. Dror in his 
recent book “Avant-garde Politician – Leaders for a New Epoch”. Research is mainly done 

“Can science help 
to guide citizens 
and guide lead-
ers?”
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at universities and research institutes (in some countries research institutes are affiliated 
with academies), hospitals and industrial and agricultural complexes. What is the role of 
academies, of national, regional and of global academies? Certainly, it cannot be only to do 
research, since that is much better done by universities and research centers. Are missions 
of national academies different from those of international academies? Maybe a hint can 
be found in several important numbers characterizing our world and these are: 7 billion 
increasing rapidly to ten billion human beings, about 5,000 different cultures, about several 
million different species and one global world, superimposed on about 200 sovereign states 
and numerous international organizations and association of organizations and states, e.g. 
UN system. It is maintenance, resilience and strengthening of all of them and these tasks are 
simultaneously scientific (i.e. research and understanding) and political (facing ambiguity, 
uncertainty and urgency).
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Abstract
This article is based on a keynote address that the author gave in Montgomery, Alabama, 
last year, celebrating the anniversary of the famous Civil Rights March in Selma. It is being 
reprinted with the kind permission of the editors of the Faulkner University Law Review. The 
article introduces the reader to the idea that justice involves social action and struggle. It 
then shifts the perspective to the struggle for justice in historic memory. The author focuses 
on the struggle to limit sovereign absolutism, the outcome of which is reflected in the Magna 
Carta. The Magna Carta was not a gift of the sovereign, it represented a political struggle 
to obtain it. The article then traces the evolution of law in the common law tradition and the 
importance of casuistic legal methods to ground the specific rights of citizens. The article 
draws reference to the struggle between judges and the sovereign to secure justice under the 
common law. A pivotal feature of the Selma March was the critical role of a brave federal 
judge, Frank Johnson, who ruled that the marchers had a constitutional right to march. The 
article then examines the religious influences on marching for justice ideals and the deeper 
meaning this represents existentially and spiritually.

1. Introduction*

In March 1964, as the march from Selma to Montgomery was gaining strength in the 
face of threats of violence, repression and intimidation, Sister Pollard, a 70-year-old African-
American woman in the march was offered a ride because of her age. She replied, “No,” 
and she added, “my feets is tired, but my soul is rested.” Sister Pollard’s response captured 
the quintessence of a Christian, and perhaps more generally, a religious view of the struggle 
for justice and the religious idealism embodied in the idea of a rested soul that sustains the 
struggle. It is also a testament to the idea that struggle for the highest ideals of religious 
consciousness will embody sacrifice and courage.

The march on Montgomery was a momentous event of national and global significance. 
It was essentially an aspect of a larger struggle nationally and of global importance about 
the improvement of the human prospect, and, I think, today would be rightly regarded as 
a powerful symbol for the interdependence of human rights and legal justice. The idea of 
justice in human history is often grounded in and expanded by events whose times have come 

* Speech delivered at Faulkner Law Review’s Fall Symposium on September 12, 2014 titled From the Magna Carta to the Montgomery March: The 
Career of Rights in the Anglo-American Tradition. The author wishes to thank his Research Assistant, Christy Lopez, for assistance in writing the speech.
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and these events generate a powerful symbology of the progress of justice. The march from 
Selma to Montgomery was just such an event.

2. Magna Carta, Justice, and the Rule of Law
I now want us to step back in time to another momentous historical event in England. 

In 1215, King John, the monarch of England, signed the Magna Carta. The Magna Carta 
was the outcome of momentous events. These events resulted in the compulsion or coercion 
generated by the conspicuous classes in England and imposed upon a king steeped in the 
belief of sovereign absolutism. The central idea in the Magna Carta was to stipulate, and 
publicize in writing the specific limitations on the sovereign, vis-à-vis the nobility and 
freemen. The principle of establishing a great Charter limiting arbitrary abuse of power 
represented an idea that even the sovereign could not violate Magna Carta prescriptions or 
those elements of the common law derived from those prescriptions. The most important 
clause for historical posterity was the 39th clause of the Magna Carta. This clause provided, 
“no man shall be arrested or imprisoned… except by the lawful judgment of his peers or the 
law of the land.” The word “or” was meant to mean “and”. The habeas corpus prescription in 
the Magna Carta was included in the Constitution of the United States.* Indeed, this ancient 
writ included in the Magna Carta continues to form one of the foundations of the modern 
rule of law concept. Most recently, the Supreme Court of the United States again recognized 
that the “writ of habeas corpus is the fundamental instrument for safe-guarding individual 
freedom against arbitrary and lawless state action.” The quote continued that the writ must 
be, “administered with initiative and flexibility to insure that miscarriages of justice are 
surfaced and corrected.” Indeed, Chief Justice Marshall wrote in 1830 that the “great object” 
of the writ, “is the liberation of those who may be imprisoned without sufficient cause.”† In 
Boumediene v. Bush,‡ the Supreme Court ruled that Guantanamo detainees have the right to 
file habeas corpus petitions. 

The Writ of Habeas Corpus has been a part of the development of the common law and 
the idea of the supremacy of the common law in defining the rights and duties of the citizen. 
In the development of the common law and its procedural practices, including the forms of 
action, the leading English jurists determined that the foundations of the modern rule of law 
were to be found in the interstices of the common law itself. Establishing the supremacy of 
the law, although deeply influenced by the Magna Carta, was a major historical challenge, 
which required courage and bravery from both judges and practitioners.

The common law, which developed in England in the aftermath of the Magna Carta, 
is in many ways a legal system that improved the rights and the duties of the subjects of 
the kingdom. It is important to note, an obvious datum that when the citizen’s rights and 
obligations are matters that are publically ascertainable and enforced by an independent 
judicial system, the law provides the citizen with a zone, which secures both his freedom and 
the scope of his obligations. The common law empowered the citizen with an opportunity to 

* “The privilege of the Writ of Habeas Corpus shall not be suspended, unless when in Cases of Rebellion or Invasion the public Safety may require it.” 
U.S. Const. art.I, § 9.
† “The writ of habeas corpus is a high prerogative writ, known to the common law, the great object of which is the liberation of those who may be im-
prisoned without sufficient cause. It is in the nature of a writ of error, to examine the legality of the commitment.” Ex Parte Tobias Watkins, 28 U.S. 193, 
202 (1830).
‡ Boumediene v. Bush, 553 U.S. 723 (2008).
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request from the King a writ. The writ was a requirement for the plaintiff to avail himself of 
the Royal or King’s Court. The writ represented the command of the King, which enabled 
him to do so. Although writs originally were exceptional, by the time of Henry II, they 
became routinized. It was from the writs that the forms of action developed. Ultimately, 
there was resistance to creating new forms of action and lawyers were generally confined 
to the recognized categories or forms of action, which formed the common law formulary 
system. The importance of the forms of action was that they were very specific. Hence, 
a decision based on the forms of action would also be very case specific. This meant that 
rights and duties created were very concrete and formed the basis for the application of those 
rights to similar situations. Therefore, the forms of action generated a fidelity to the role of 
precedent. Here we see the fact-specific detail in legal development that is difficult to change 
by arbitrary executive action. The applications of the forms of action are highly technical and 
professionalized, an added buffer to the experience of arbitrary executive action. It is in this 
detailed professional sense that we see an important domain in the development of freedom 
based on the rule of law. Although the forms of action were abolished, the great historian, 
Maitland, suggested that they still rule the legal culture from their graves.* It should be noted 
that in the practice of law in the United States today, a multitude of writs still survive, such 
as: the Writ of Habeas Corpus [Article 1, Section 9, Clause 2, U.S. Constitution], the Writ of 
Certiorari, the Writ of Prohibition, the Writ of Error Coram Nobis, the Writ of Mandamus, the 
Writ Warranto, and a number of other writs.

The importance of the Magna Carta for the enduring relationship of law and the ideal of 
justice is found in the principle that the sovereignty of the monarch is limited by law. Hence, 
we have the establishment in the great charter of the principle of the supremacy of law. The 
text of the Magna Carta is a text largely concerned with the complex rights of the various 
social classes in a feudal system. Notwithstanding, the principle of Habeus Corpus which 
emerges from this system continues to endure today as a central principle of the modern rule 
of law. Additionally, the specification and detailing of rights and obligations in the feudal 
context reflects the deep concern for the normative salience of the principle of human liberty. 
The Magna Carta stipulates not only the liberty of the Christian faith but also the liberties of 
all free men. Thus, liberty, including religious liberty, is a restraint on sovereign absolutism. 
Additionally, many of the rules specified in the Magna Carta are rules that deal with human 
security and hence represent the principle that free men should be free from fear under law. 
Many of these rules deal with the complexities of fair management of economic entitlements 
and in particular suggest a sensitivity that the law provide protections for the freedom from 
want. Finally, in the concern for the liberty of the English Church we see a sensitivity to the 
freedom of conscience and belief. In this sense, although the Magna Carta is a document that 
deals with the exigencies of the appropriate management of feudal life in England, it contains 
the seeds of justice that endorse a natural law conception of the fundamentals of the rule of 
law.

3. The Judges vs. The Monarchy
One of the important outcomes in the development of rule of law based freedom in the 
common law tradition, influenced by the Magna Carta, was represented in the conflict between 

* “The forms of action we have buried, but they still rule us from their graves.” F.W. Maitland, The forms of action at common law 296 (1910).
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the English judges and the Crown. This is illustrated in the behavior of Sir Edward Coke and 
best indicated in Dr. Bonham’s case decided in 1610. Bonham was a physician practicing in 
London. He had a medical degree from a top university, but did not have a license to practice 
medicine. Bonham was fined for practicing medicine without the license. The Royal College 
of Physicians arrested, tried, and fined Bonham. The fine was to be paid to the Royal College 
of Physicians. Coke ruled that the Royal College could not sit as a complainant and act as a 
judge in its own cause. Coke stated the following:

“The common law doth control Acts of Parliament, and sometimes adjudge them 
to be void: for when an Act of Parliament is against Common right and reason, or 
repugnant, or impossible to be performed, the Common Law will control it, and 
adjudge such Act to be void…”*

Just prior to deciding the Bonham case, Coke was asked by the king to rule on whether a 
royal edict, which sought to restrict building in London and to regulate trade of specific com-
modities, would be consistent with the law. According to Coke,

“The King cannot change any part of the Common Law, nor create any Offence by 
his Proclamation, which was not an Offence before, without Parliament”†

Coke took on the King in this and other contexts. The King, in return, had him arrested 
and put into the Tower of London. Coke was later freed. Coke was largely supported by the 
English Parliament, which acted to preserve his legacy. What is important for the United 
States is that Coke’s works were read by American lawyers before the revolution. Moreover, 
the leading precedent in the common law world, on the principle of judicial review‡ without 
a doubt was influenced by Coke’s daring assertion of the supremacy of the Common Law. 
Indeed Coke has been cited by American judges and statesmen throughout the history of the 
Republic.§,¶,**,††,‡‡

Coke was also influential in the adoption of the Petition of Right and the Bill of Rights, 
instruments well known to American lawyers. Coke’s effort to justify the values behind the 
Magna Carta has been rooted deep in the history of England prior to the Norman Conquest. It 
is not necessarily historically well founded. It is probably the case that he read into the Magna 
Carta an ideological orientation consistent with the Whig interpretation of history, influenced 
by Lockean ideas. These ideas found expression in the early Massachusetts Bay Company 
Charter, the Virginia Charter, including other colonies such as Maryland, which in 1638 
recognized the Magna Carta as the law of the Province, but which was refused such recognition 
by the King. The further development of these ideas in England was reflected in Dicey’s work 

* Dr. Bonham’s Case, 77 Eng. Rep. 646, 652 (C.P. 1610).
† Case of Proclamations, 12 Coke 74 (1610).
‡ Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. 137 (1803).
§ Moody v. Daggett, 429 U.S. 78 (1976). Dissent by Justice Stevens quoted Coke on guarantee to speedy trial.
¶ Ford v. Wainwright, 477 U.S. 399 (1986). Justice Thurgood Marshall quoted Coke in the case of the execution of a man who had become insane since 
trial and sentencing: “[B]y intendment of Law the execution of the offender is for example, … but so it is not when a mad man is executed, but should be 
a miserable spectacle, both against law and of extreme inhumanity and cruelty, and can be no example to others.” Id. @ 407.
** Pacific Mutual Life Insurance v. Haslip, 499 U.S. 1 (1991). Justice Blackmun quotes Coke on the phrase “due process of the law,” and writes, “The 
American colonists were intimately familiar with Coke…” Id. @ 29.
†† Washington v. Glucksberg, 521 U.S. 702 (1997). Chief Justice Rehnquist, arguing against suicide, wrote, “In 1644, Sir Edward Coke published his Third 
Institute, a lodestar for later common lawyers. Coke regarded suicide as a category of murder…” Id.@712, footnote 10.
‡‡ Brogan v. United States, 522 U.S. 398 (1998). Dissent by Justice Stevens argued, “as Sir Edward Coke phrased it, ‘it is the common opinion, and the 
communis opinion is of good authoritie in law.’” Id. @420-21.

http://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?about=7689168808271508651&hl=en&as_sdt=40006
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on the English Constitution and the Rule of Law.* What Dicey was able to establish was that 
the common law, with its fidelity to concrete case law development, professionally instituted 
and decided by professionally capable and independent judges carried with it the elements of 
the supremacy of law and this is the foundation of the modern rule of law principle. In short, 
the rule of law is the essential component of modern governance, which respects the freedom 
and dignity of the individual and assures this by the assumption that the rights and obligations 
of the ordinary citizen may not be arbitrarily or capriciously violated by the state. 

Although our approach thus far has focused on the salience of a natural law connection to 
the ideals of law and justice, we would be remiss not to point out that the scientific approach 
to law, although seen as unsympathetic to natural law principles, has nevertheless provided 
us with an important contribution to the application of law, in fact, to the principles of justice. 

One of the most important problems that theorists and practical lawyers had to contend 
with was that the very notion of the right, notwithstanding the casuistic methods of the 
common law still left this important concept floating in a great deal of legal ambiguity. And 
if a legal right is ambiguous it is very possible that in the specific prescription and application 
of that right it may descend into the domain of arbitrary and capricious legal action. This is 
where the form of positivism, which focused on the scientific use of language in law, made 
an enormous contribution to unpacking the notion of a legal right in scientific terms. The 
leading theorist in this development was an American academic lawyer and Yale professor 
Wesley Newcomb Hohfeld.

Hohfeld’s genius was to provide us with the operational grammar of a working legal 
system. It will be often seen that the term right is used erroneously to cover many different 
relationships. Additionally, the term right and its derivatives come in the form of jural 
opposites. Thus, if one has a right, the opposite would be one has no right. In the context 
of the correlative relationship of the notion of a right, we will see that there cannot be a 
right if there cannot be a correlative duty. Each exists because of the other. This approach 
has been fully developed in the American restatement of contract and property. Probably 
the best illustration of the value of Hohfeld’s system is to be found in Corbin’s Corbin on 
Contracts, 1952. The insight of Hohfeld that legal norms come in opposites or correlatives, 
sometimes referred to as legal complementarities, reflects upon a deeper insight into the 
prescription and application of the higher ideals of human justice. For example, the right to 
life is complemented by the right to self-defense.1

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Right Privilege Power Immunity

Jural OppOsites No Right Duty Disability         Liability
Jural COrrelatives Duty No Right Liability Disability

            

* “That ‘rule of law’ then, which forms a fundamental principle of the constitution, has three meanings, or may be regarded from three different points 
of view.”

“It means, in the first place, the absolute supremacy or predominance of regular law as opposed to the influence of arbitrary power, and excludes the exis-
tence of arbitrariness, of prerogative, or even of wide discretionary authority on the part of the government. Englishmen are ruled by the law, and by the law 
alone; a man may with us be punished for a breach of law, but he can be punished for nothing else.” A.V. Dicey, Law of the Constitution 189 (3rd ed. 1889).
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4. 1965 Selma to Montgomery Civil Rights March

If the Magna Carta was an event concerning the quality of justice for the citizen, and 
which has had the traction for over a millennium, we now come to another event which is 
also a sentinel event symbolizing the struggle for justice. One way to capture the importance 
of this march for equal justice under law is to recognize events leading up to it that were also 
indicators of a form of paradigm change for justice, possibly on a global scale. In 1941, the 
Congress of the United States adopted the Atlantic Charter.* The Atlantic Charter was the 
brainchild of President Franklin Delano Roosevelt (a liberal) and Prime Minister Winston 
Churchill (a conservative). The Atlantic Charter was seen as necessary to establish the war 
aims of the allies, or more precisely, the reason why we were fighting the war. The Charter 
proclaimed the four freedoms of universal salience. This was a fight about the freedom of 
speech and expression (political freedom), the freedom from fear (security freedom), the 
freedom of conscience and belief (religious freedom) and the freedom from want (economic 
justice). In another continent (Africa), the African National Congress of South Africa, 
endorsed the Atlantic Charter as representing the values which the African people sought 
in their struggle for freedom. The basic values expressed in the Atlantic Charter, although 
conceived in a contemporary context still demonstrates the underlying values of the Magna 
Carta itself. 

If Americans, including African-Americans were fighting for freedom in terms of 
the Atlantic Charter, it is apparent that these freedoms should also have some domestic 
resonance. One of the earliest effects of these efforts was the executive order of President 
Truman to integrate the armed forces of the United States. If African-Americans were brave 
enough to fight for American freedom, then their claims to experience freedom at home 
would certainly be legitimate political claims. Additionally, as the cold war intensified the 
ideological position of the United States, its foreign policy was that: we were for freedom 
and human rights and our ideological adversary was not. I am inclined to believe that the 
United States’ position as a leader in the fight for global freedom and dignity must have had 
an effect on the legal profession, the practice of law and the evolution of adjudicatory craft 
skills and values. In short, when the Supreme Court decided Brown v. Board of Education†, 
it may not have used the language of human rights as such, but Brown was essentially a 
* “The President of the United States of America and the Prime Minister, Mr. Churchill, representing His Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom, 
being met together, deem it right to make known certain common principles in the national policies of their respective countries on which they base their 
hopes for a better future for the world.”

“First, their countries seek no aggrandizement, territorial or other”; 
“Second, they desire to see no territorial changes that do not accord with the freely expressed wishes of the peoples concerned”; 
“Third, they respect the right of all peoples to choose the form of government under which they will live; and they wish to see sovereign rights and self 
government restored to those who have been forcibly deprived of them”; 
“Fourth, they will endeavor, with due respect for their existing obligations, to further the enjoyment by all States, great or small, victor or vanquished, of 
access, on equal terms, to the trade and to the raw materials of the world which are needed for their economic prosperity”; 
“Fifth, they desire to bring about the fullest collaboration between all nations in the economic field with the object of securing, for all, improved labor 
standards, economic advancement and social security”; 
“Sixth, after the final destruction of the Nazi tyranny, they hope to see established a peace which will afford to all nations the means of dwelling in 
safety within their own boundaries, and which will afford assurance that all the men in all lands may live out their lives in freedom from fear and want”; 
“Seventh, such a peace should enable all men to traverse the high seas and oceans without hindrance”; 
“Eighth, they believe that all of the nations of the world, for realistic as well as spiritual reasons must come to the abandonment of the use of force. Since 
no future peace can be maintained if land, sea or air armaments continue to be employed by nations which threaten, or may threaten, aggression outside 
of their frontiers, they believe, pending the establishment of a wider and permanent system of general security, that the disarmament of such nations is 
essential. They will likewise aid and encourage all other practicable measures which will lighten for peace-loving peoples the crushing burden of arma-
ments.” Franklin D. Roosevelt & Winston S. Churchill, The Atlantic Charter (August 14, 1941).

† Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
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breakthrough on the question of human rights in race relations in 
the American legal culture. I am also inclined to believe that the 
broadened vistas of freedom generated in the post-war struggle 
against totalitarianism also inspired a renewed activism in the 
demand for civil rights in the domestic legal and social process 
of the United States. Certainly, extremists on the right wing of 
the political spectrum saw the ascendance of human rights as a 
threat to extremist reactionary values. Thus, it was that Senator 
Bricker, for example, argued that he wished to bury the human rights covenants so deep that 
no president of this country would dare to resurrect them.*, 2 Reactionaries saw as a particular 
threat to their values the concern that the United States might in fact ratify the convention 
that outlaws genocide.† Since genocide is a crime that also implicates a conspiracy to actually 
destroy, in whole or in part, other races. Since racism is an initial step toward genocide, 
they feared the implications of an international criminalization of the form of racism that 
could lead to genocide. Race became implicated in the human rights values our nation was 
proclaiming in the war against totalitarian order. 

The struggle for justice does not come from inaction. As in all human relations context, 
they must emerge from the social process itself, those specific claims that target specific 
deprivations in the demand for justice. Therefore, the civil rights movement of necessity was 
a response to the widespread claims among African-Americans, as well as all those Americans 
committed to the notion of universalizing justice. Then the specific question would emerge: 
how should leaders in the communities respond to these claims for basic social, political, 
and economic justice? This is where the Gandhian style of political struggle influenced the 
leadership of the civil rights movement, led by Martin Luther King, Jr. Gandhi had started his 
professional life as a political activist in South Africa. He was a newly minted lawyer trained 
in England. He was asked to represent clients in the Transvaal Province of South Africa. On 
the way to Johannesburg, he was removed from the train because he was of the wrong race, 
although he had a first-class ticket. His immediate experience in South Africa was of severe, 
often legislated forms of racial discrimination, which targeted the Indian community. Since 
the authorities were well armed and often prone to violence, Gandhi developed a theory 
of political struggle, which he began to implement.‡ It was, for example, immoral on the 
part of the victim not to oppose unjust laws. It was immoral on the part of the victimizer 
to impose unjust laws. Victim and victimizer were implicated. Not only must the victim 
change, but also so must the victimizer. The struggle, therefore, was not only concerned 
with the objects of the struggle for justice, but also the method to secure those objectives. 
Moreover, the method used should be one that would have an educative effect on both the 

* “My purpose in offering this resolution is to bury the so-called covenant on human rights so deep that no one holding high public office will ever dare 
attempt its resurrection.” Senator John Bricker (R-Ohio), 1951.
† Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, 78 U.N.T.S. 277, entered into force Jan. 12, 1951.
‡ Gandhi is generally regarded as the person who gave the principle of non-violence a distinctive status in political struggle. In effect, with Gandhi, 
non-violence became both a philosophical approach to politics as well as a preferred human ideal for human development. What is important is that Gandhi 
made non-violent political action reach a level that had never before been achieved. In Gandhi’s action non-violence gravitated from the individual to the 
social to the political and indeed the spiritual plane. Gandhi captured the notion of non-violence (ahimsa) and its various applications under the concept of 
satyagraha. In the political struggle in which the victim uses non-violence and accepts violence inflicted on himself without the victim inflicting it on others, 
the victim is in fact a hero. The sacrifice of enduring the suffering of violence is a monument to moral courage. It is the absolute antithesis of cowardice. 
In the political struggle, the perfect weapon to confront prejudice, and repression fed by violence, is the weapon of non-violence. The absorption of ahimsa 
into the concept of satyagraha essentially means that non-violence contains the element of truth force or soul force or what Martin Luther King called, “love 
in action”. See Jude Thaddeus Langeh Basebang, AFRICA NEEDS GANDHI!: The Relevance of Gandhi’s Doctrine of Non-violence (2010). http://www.
mkgandhi.org/africaneedsgandhi/gandhi’s_philosophy_of_nonviolence.htm 

“The struggle 
for justice does 
not come from 
inaction.” 

http://www.mkgandhi.org/africaneedsgandhi/gandhi's_philosophy_of_nonviolence.htm
http://www.mkgandhi.org/africaneedsgandhi/gandhi's_philosophy_of_nonviolence.htm
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victim and the victimizer. In short, there is a morality in both the method and the objective 
for the struggle for justice. There is a morality in protesting unjust laws. This morality should 
be respected by both the victim and the victimizer and hopefully the victimizer will see 
the futility of fighting for immorality. Additionally, there is the strength where the principle 
of non-violence is an essential strategic component of confronting injustice. In my view, 
violent solutions are generally a high cost non-solution to the problems of coexistence, 
human solidarity, and peace. It was these procedures that Gandhi used in South Africa, and 
later in India, that had some important successes. These strategic methods were reflected 
in the famous Selma to Montgomery March. The idea of a march itself was reflected in the 
protest marches that Gandhi used to protest the unjust British Salt Tax3 in India. The notion 
of a march demonstrates mass support, disciplined, non-violent foci on a specific target of 
injustice, such as the Salt Tax in India or the right to vote in Alabama. 

The Selma – Montgomery march occurred throughout March of 1965. Demonstrators were 
confronted with violence from both the public and private sectors. March 7th is remembered 
as Bloody Sunday. The march started on March 7th with about 600 marchers starting to walk 
the 50 miles from Selma to Montgomery. The prime objective of the march was to end 
discrimination in voter registration. On the first day of the march, law enforcement officers 
attacked the peaceful marchers with teargas and billy clubs. On March 9th, Martin Luther 
King, himself, led another march to Edmund Pettus Bridge. The bridge was barricaded by 
state troopers. The barricades had led to demonstrations throughout the United States in 
solidarity with the marchers in Selma. On the same day, President Johnson condemned the 
violence in Selma. On March 10th, the Department of Justice filed a suit in Montgomery, 
Alabama requesting an order to prevent the state from punishing people from exercising their 
civil and political rights. On March 17, a brave federal judge, Frank M. Johnson, ruled for 
the marchers. “The law is clear that the right to petition one’s government for the redress of 
grievances may be exercised in large groups.” Judge Johnson exemplified the common law 
tradition of an independent judiciary, acting in case-specific circumstances and unequivocally 
upholding the supremacy of the law. 

Governor George Wallace attacked Judge Johnson’s ruling before the state legislature. He 
additionally claimed that he could not provide security for the marchers nor did the state 
have the financial resources to do so. Wallace then sent a telegram to President Johnson 
indicating that the state did not have enough troops to provide adequate security. In turn, 
President Johnson issued an executive order, which federalized the Alabama National 
Guard and authorized the Defense Secretary to deploy such federal forces as were necessary 
to ensure the security of the marchers. The very next day, March 21, 1965, some 3,200 
marchers set out from Selma to Montgomery, in a march that symbolized more than simply 
the repression of voting rights, but rather the effort to validate the legitimacy of the human 
right to democracy for all. The numbers of the marchers grew and by the time they reached 
Montgomery, they were 25,000 strong. During the march, a makeshift stage was erected one 
evening, featuring a Stars for Freedom Rally. Famous singers were on hand, including Harry 
Belafonte; Joan Baez; Tony Bennet; Peter, Paul and Mary; Nina Simone and many others. 
Notwithstanding the promise of federal security support, harassment continued and the Ku 
Klux Klan murdered Viola Liuzzo, a white mother of five from the Midwest. In the wake 
of the Selma to Montgomery March process, President Johnson presented a bill to a joint 
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session of congress. This bill was eventually passed as the Voting Rights Act. In introducing 
the bill, Johnson told the Congress that:

“Even if we pass this bill, the battle will not be over. What happened in Selma is part 
of a far larger movement, which reaches into every section and state in America. 
It is the effort of American Negroes to secure for themselves the full blessings of 
American life. Their cause must be our cause, too, because it is not just Negroes but 
really, it is all of us who must overcome the crippling legacy of bigotry and injustice. 
And we shall overcome.”4

At the conclusion of the Selma to Montgomery march 
Martin Luther King determined that this march was one 
of the “great marches of American history.” It was a march 
that generated profound solidarity, among not only African-
Americans, but also the nation as a whole. It was, he thought, 
the democratic spirit that compelled congressional action. In 
his speech, he recognized that the Civil Rights Act restored to 
African-Americans the “rightful dignity,” but he also pointed 
out that without the right to vote, the dignity did not have 
cultural efficacy. The symbology of the notion of the march 
as a tool of struggle is repeated again and again with such 
phrases as, “let us march,” and “let’s march,” regarding such issues as poverty, starvation, 
ballot boxes. Indeed, the march becomes a symbol for the march of universal justice, for the 
march of human solidarity of universal dignity of all of human kind. The march provides the 
struggle for justice with a tool of mobilization, a tool of creative non-violent struggle and a 
tool for reaching out and activating the victim and challenging the victimizer. It is the march 
and the morality of non-violent struggle that recognizes, in King’s words, “the dignity and 
worth of all of God’s children.”

5. Voting Rights: Post-Script
The march and the struggle for justice and essential dignity proceeds in fits and starts, 

and sometimes even setbacks. Thus, today, we see renewed efforts of a political party to 
prescribe and implement procedures designed to undermine the right to vote. A great deal of 
support for these initiatives have come from five Supreme Court Justices who believe that 
efforts to protect the right to vote are simply forms of racial entitlement and constitute a form 
of prohibited discrimination.* This is a view that is vastly divorced from social reality and 
is moreover an astigmatic misconception of the fundamentals of modern moral imperatives. 
In short, the Court deals with discrimination as an abstraction from reality and not as a 
product of the imperfections of our social processes. In truth, any form of legislation must 
perforce make distinctions. A distinction means that different members of society will be 
treated differently: some may benefit, some may be indifferent, and some may feel they have 
lost something. To determine when a distinction is meant to be discrimination, there must be 
an examination of the conditions where the distinction leads to unfair discrimination. And 
such a determination can only be made by examining the context of conditions which suggest 
that the distinction, deemed to be unfair is one that targets a group culturally conceived in 

* Shelby Co., Al., v. Holder, 570 U.S. 2 (2013), striking down section 5 of The Voting Rights Act.

“The Court deals 
with discrimination 
as an abstraction 
from reality and not 
as a product of the 
imperfections of our 
social processes.”
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historic terms as constituting a group of non-self others. Moreover, the court has never really 
grappled with the social process of unfair discrimination itself and particularly the distinctive 
concept of racial discrimination. This is doubtless a continuing struggle. What I want to get 
back to, in conclusion, is a reexamination of the struggle for human and civil rights and to 
consider the role of religious values in shaping the struggle. 

6. The Inspiration of Religious Values in the Struggle for Justice & Dignity
In the 20th century, it was the Indian political activist (Gandhi) who thought through the 

issue of the morality of the struggle against prejudice and political oppression. His initial 
lessons were learned in South Africa. However, the religious influences in his life were signifi-
cantly developed when he was a student in London. There he connected with the Theosophical 
Society, which had been initiated by Helena Blavatsky and others. The Theosophical Society 
took a universalistic view of religion and was greatly influenced by Hinduism, Buddhism, 
the Kabala tradition, as well as Christianity. It was here that Gandhi became acquainted 
with Hinduism and Christianity. It is difficult to pinpoint precisely whether the roots of his 
Hinduism were the foundation of his non-violent approach to political action. Certainly, in 
the Bhagavad Gita there are references to the high value of non-violence, yet the Gita is also 
a justification for the moral imperative of engaging in a just war. However, in the Christian 
tradition, there is Christ teaching that if one slaps you, turn the other cheek. This represents 
a much stronger form of how one manages to confront violence with non-violence. Here, 
I believe, at the back of the Christian message is the notion that even the victimizer is not 
ultimately bereft of all moral sensibility. Giving him the other cheek is also giving him pause 
to reconsider, and if this happens, he may become aware that violence is simply amoral and 
he must retreat from it. 

What emerges here then is that non-violent resistance to injustice is a sacrifice. Moreover, 
this sacrifice, in part, is an act of reaching out to the victimizer and giving him the possibility 
of redemption. So political struggle is meant to be a process of redeeming mankind from 
himself. This is a very high order of morality and, in my view, it is the quintessence of Christ 
consciousness. This idea seeped into the Gita and became a part of Krishna consciousness. 
We may therefore see in the march from Selma to Montgomery the Martin Luther King 
reconstruction of the Gandhi Christ-Krishna consciousness. The object of struggling for 
political freedom and dignity cannot shed itself of the moral foundations of Religious 
consciousness. And Religious consciousness includes: disinterested altruism; a globalizing 
of compassion and kindness; a constant search for the defining characteristics of human 
solidarity on a global basis; a deep sense of responsibility that humanities moral order faces 
immense threats from weapons of mass destruction and from global warming; and that the 
moral responsibility, underlined by Gandhi and King, requires us to abolish weapons of mass 
destruction, and to do what must be done to save humanity from global warming. In short, 
we need global marches to affirm the moral values and affirm our faith in the capacity of 
humanity to expand its sense of global affection and global love of all.

7. Conclusion
When I was a child, I was able to see the movie, The Wizard of Oz. There is a song in that 

movie, Somewhere Over the Rainbow. The song includes the lines, “…and the dreams that 
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you dare to dream, really do come true.” In the March on Washington, Martin Luther King 
said that he too had a dream. His dream was a dream that our nation would judge people on 
the content of their character and not the color of their skin.5 At a deeper level, this is a dream 
in which the very idea that as a nation and as a world we are beset with non-self others who 
are continuously being characterized as a threat. In the New Testament, Christ gives us the 
parable of the Good Samaritan.* The Good Samaritan is a non-self other who rescues another 
non-self other. In short, this act abolishes the idea of a non-self other and broadly expands 
the inclusive notion of the we, as a symbol of humanities brotherhood and solidarity. In our 
own time, the Good Samaritan could be a Palestinian and the victim, who is rescued by 
the Palestinian, an Israeli citizen. From a Christian point of view, they would represent the 
common “brotherhood or sisterhood of humanity”. That is the dream that we must dare to 
dream. That is the dream that sustained Martin Luther King’s Christ-consciousness informed 
vision of the future of humanity.

Martin Luther King consistently stresses that the struggle for justice is not only existentially, 
but also spiritually a march based on a profound ethical and moral commitment to non-vio-
lence and universal brotherhood. Let us pause for a moment to consider the implications of 
the concept of the march itself. It is possible to see the symbology embodied in the march as 
having both an existential and an allegorical significance for justice and freedom as a step 
toward marching for spiritual enlightenment. Moreover, here, we have a search for meaning 
that is both existential and spiritual. Poets have envisioned the search for meaning as also 
a search for enlightenment. The poet William Blake gives us this version of enlightenment,

“To see a World in a Grain of Sand
And Heaven in a Wild Flower
Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand
And Eternity in an hour...
Every Night and every Morn
Some to Misery are Born.

* On one occasion an expert in the law stood up to test Jesus. “Teacher,” he asked, “what must I do to inherit eternal life?”
“What is written in the Law?” he replied. “How do you read it?”
He answered, “‘Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your strength and with all your mind’; and, ‘Love your 
neighbor as yourself.’”
“You have answered correctly,” Jesus replied. “Do this and you will live.”
But he wanted to justify himself, so he asked Jesus, “And who is my neighbor?”
In reply Jesus said: “A man was going down from Jerusalem to Jericho, when he was attacked by robbers. They stripped him of his clothes, beat him and 
went away, leaving him half dead. A priest happened to be going down the same road, and when he saw the man, he passed by on the other side. So too, 
a Levite, when he came to the place and saw him, passed by on the other side. But a Samaritan, as he traveled, came where the man was; and when he 
saw him, he took pity on him. He went to him and bandaged his wounds, pouring on oil and wine. Then he put the man on his own donkey, brought him 
to an inn and took care of him. The next day he took out two denarii and gave them to the innkeeper. ‘Look after him,’ he said, ‘and when I return, I will 
reimburse you for any extra expense you may have’.”
“Which of these three do you think was a neighbor to the man who fell into the hands of robbers?”
The expert in the law replied, “The one who had mercy on him.”
Jesus told him, “Go and do likewise.”
The Parable of the Good Samaritan, (Luke 10:25-37, King James Version)

“The struggle for justice is not only existentially, but also spiritually 
a march based on a profound ethical and moral commitment to 
non-violence and universal brotherhood.”  – Martin Luther King
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Every Morn and every Night
Some are Born to sweet delight.
Some are Born to sweet delight,
Some are Born to Endless Night.”6

Thus, the march for justice and freedom is also a march for spiritual meaning. In the words 
of the physicist, David Bohm,

 “In human life, quite generally, meaning is being…”*

The march for justice is a march that implicates the interpretation of the universe and we may 
be in part creating that universe with a commitment to spiritual enlightenment. This search 
for meaning is vital to the being and becoming of humanity and its spiritual potentiality. As 
Bohm points out:

A change of meaning is necessary to change this world politically, economically and 
socially but that change must begin with the individual; it must change for him…
If meaning itself is a key part of reality, then, once society, the individual and their 
relationships are seen to mean something different from what they did before, a 
fundamental change has already taken place.†

It is therefore possible to place the meaning of the Selma to Montgomery march in a 
broader challenge of the unfolding of meaning as critical to the political and spiritual trans-
formation of humankind. This, I would suggest, is the deeper meaning and the lasting value 
of the Civil Rights March from Selma to Montgomery, Alabama. It is also Dorothy’s dream 
from The Wizard of Oz that the dreams that we dare to dream will really come true.

8. Afterthoughts
I have decided to provide an expanded conclusion to this presentation. In part this has 

been inspired by the tragic events in Missouri involving Michael Brown. I began to think of 
the problems of the proliferation of guns and the tragedies that they inspire. In thinking of 
Ferguson and Connecticut and the stand-your-ground problems regarding Trayvon Martin in 
Stanford, Florida, I was reminded of the title of a famous Hemmingway novel which is “For 
Whom the Bell Tolls.” These words were appropriated from a poet of the 17th century John 
Dunn and they first appeared in a sermon he gave. The fuller text is as follows:

“Any man’s death diminishes me because I am involved in mankind and therefore never 
send to know for whom the bell tolls. It tolls for thee.”

This is a profound insight into the idea of the intricate oneness of humanity and that 
such tragedies as in the Michael Brown case or the children of Newtown, Connecticut, 
profoundly diminish us all. Indeed, because of our human interconnectedness a tragedy for 
one is a tragedy for all. This is a universalizing of compassion and empathy, but in a deeply 

* Swami Ranganathananda, Human Being in Depth: A Scientific Approach to Religion (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1991)
Bohm: “I am interested in meaning because it is the essential feature of consciousness, because meaning is being as far as the mind is concerned.”
Weber: “Is meaning being?”
Bohm: “Yes. A change of meaning is a change of being. If we say consciousness is its content, therefore consciousness is meaning. We could widen this to 
a more general kind of meaning that may be the essence of all matter and meaning.”
† Id.
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personalized way. 

My second insight is owed to a physicist, Albert Einstein. When we consider that so many 
of our political and economic leaders see the future of America and indeed, the future of 
mankind as a gigantic poker game or crap shoot, we must of course be very distressed. Our 
most cherished national and global values are simply poker stakes. It was Albert Einstein’s 
profound instinct that said, God does not play games. 

My third point of enlightenment comes from honest Abe Lincoln. It was Lincoln who 
uttered an absolutely profound caution: 

“I tremble for my country when I consider that God is a just God.”

My final comment as a point of departure is about the Tea Party. The Tea Party was 
not a party but a commitment to destroy the tea in Boston Harbor. Today the Tea Party 
seems bent on destroying some of our most cherished institutions of national government. 
To them our whole national experience which includes the advancement of human rights for 
all Americans is a matter to be confronted and destroyed. I would like to see us promote a 
national tea party where on the 4th of July all the people get together throughout the country 
and have a national tea party to celebrate our diversity, our commitment to human rights, and 
to celebrate the universal dignity of man. That is a tea party that I could live with. 
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Abstract
Today we are faced with multiple interrelated crises, for example the threat of catastrophic 
climate change or equally catastrophic thermonuclear war, and the threat of widespread 
famine. These threats to human existence and to the biosphere demand a prompt and rational 
response; but because of institutional and cultural inertia, we are failing to take the steps that 
are necessary to avoid disaster.

1. The Scope of the Crisis
Is the threat of catastrophic climate change as bad as people say it is? No; in fact it is 

much worse! The mainstream media shield us from the worst facts. To see this, we have to 
look north. A number of experts, such as David Wasdell, Director of the Apollo-Gaia Project, 
and Dr. Natalie Shakhova, Research Associate Professor of the International Arctic Research 
Center, have pointed out that curves based on observations indicate that possibly as soon as 
2015, the Arctic will be free of sea ice in September, which is the month when ice is at a 
minimum. Arctic seas will of course refreeze during the winters, but the ice is observed to 
be thinner and more vulnerable to storms and before one or two decades have passed, sea ice 
will vanish entirely from the Arctic.1

With the vanishing of Arctic sea ice, several dangerous feedback loops will come into 
play. Ice reflects sunlight, but dark water absorbs it, accelerating the warming of the region. 
Warmer waters will progressively release more water vapor into the atmosphere, where it 
acts like a greenhouse gas. Melting Arctic tundra will release large quantities of the potent 
greenhouse gas methane. Furthermore, the warming of the bottoms of shallow Arctic seas will 
destabilize the very large amounts of methane hydrate crystals found there, releasing much 
more methane and CO2 into the atmosphere, and further accelerating the rise in temperatures. 
The Arctic is already roughly 3 degrees Celsius above the 1981-2010 average.2

In 2012, the World Bank issued a carefully-researched report which concluded that the 
world as a whole is presently on track for warming of 4 degrees C by the end of the 21st 
century, and if determined action is not taken to prevent it, the warming will not stop there.3

With higher temperatures, melting of the Greenland ice cap will accelerate. The time that 
will be needed for the complete melting of the Greenland ice cap is uncertain. It is predicted 
to take place within 1,000 years, but non-linear effects may cause it to take place much 
sooner. It is observed that lakes forming on the surface of the ice sheet during the summers 
drain down to the bottom of the sheet, where they lubricate the flow of the ice towards the 
sea. Complete melting of the Greenland ice cap would raise global ocean levels by about 
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7 meters, and the loss of Antarctic sea ice would add approximately 7 meters to the total. 
Coastal cities throughout the world are at risk.

Rising ocean levels threaten to flood many low-lying regions of the world, such as the 
Netherlands, oceanic islands, parts of Vietnam, Bangladesh and Southern Florida, producing 
climate refugees and reducing global agricultural output. 

Glaciers throughout the world are melting rapidly because of climate change.4 The 
continuation of this trend would threaten the summer water supplies of China, India and 
some parts of North and South America. This would also damage global agriculture at a 
time when population is increasing.5 Droughts and floods produced by climate change also 
threaten the world’s agricultural output.6 We have recently seen severe floods in Jammu and 
Kashmir,7 as well as unprecedented droughts in the South Western regions of the United 
States and in East Africa. 

Thus, through several mechanisms, climate change threatens the world’s food supply. 
We must also recognize that a large fraction of global agricultural output depends heavily 
on high-yield modern agriculture (the “Green Revolution”), which in turn depends on the 
availability of fossil fuels, for producing chemical fertilizers, for driving farm machinery 
and for transportation of food. Not only is the use of fossil fuels one of the main causes of 
climate change, but also one can predict that both oil and natural gas will soon become very 
expensive. 

We can see that by the middle of the present century, just as the global population reaches 
the unprecedented level of approximately 9 billion, the world’s food supply will deal a 
severe blow by the effects of climate change coupled with the collapse of modern high-yield 
agriculture. There is a danger that an extremely wide-spread global famine will then occur, 
which may produce billions of deaths, rather than millions.

Almost all scientists agree that the threats posed by climate change are very severe 
indeed, and yet the majority of governments fail to take the firm steps that will be needed to 
avoid its worst effects. To make matters worse, powerful lobbyists from fossil fuel industries 
have mounted massive advertising campaigns to convince the public that climate change is 
not real, that it is “a liberal hoax”. Thus we can see that dangers due to climate change are 
linked with dangers from the rise of economic inequality and corporate power, and to the 
decay of democratic government. Part of the blame must also fall on our servile and dishonest 
mainstream media.

2. Institutional Inertia
Our collective failure to respond adequately to the current crisis is very largely due to 

“International relations are still based on the concept of absolutely 
sovereign nation states, even though this concept has become 
a dangerous anachronism in an era of instantaneous global 
communication and economic interdependence.”
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institutional inertia. For example, international relations 
are still based on the concept of absolutely sovereign 
nation states, even though this concept has become 
a dangerous anachronism in an era of instantaneous 
global communication and economic interdependence. 
Within nations, systems of law and education change 
very slowly, although present dangers demand rapid 
revolutions in outlook and lifestyle. Our financial system is deeply embedded and resistant to 
change. Our entire industrial infrastructure is based on fossil fuels; but if the future is to be 
saved, the use of fossil fuels must stop. 

The failure of the recent COP20 climate conference in Lima to produce a strong final 
document can be attributed to the fact that the nations attending the conference felt themselves 
to be in competition with each other, when in fact they ought to have cooperated in response 
to a common danger. The heavy hand of the fossil fuel industry also made itself felt.

Corporations also represent a strong force resisting change. By law, the directors of 
corporations are obliged to put the profits of stockholders above every other consideration. 
No room whatever is left for an ecological or social conscience. Increasingly, corporations 
have taken control of our mass media and our political system. They intervene in such a way 
as to make themselves richer, and thus to increase their control of the system.

3. Economic Inequality, the Decay of Democracy, and the Danger of 
Nuclear War

A recently released study by Oxfam8 concluded that almost half of the world’s wealth 
is now owned by just 1 percent of the population. The report states that “Left unchecked, 
political institutions are undermined and governments overwhelmingly serve the interests of 
economic elites, to the detriment of ordinary people”.

Extreme inequality, such as we have today, can also contribute to economic collapse.9 
The poor do not have enough money, and the very rich are too few in number to buy back 
the output of a society. This is a formula for economic recession. To avoid the inevitable 
downturn caused by excessive inequality, our oligarchic governments resort to what might 
be called “Military Keynesianism”.10 To prevent the crash of stock markets and banks, our 
corporate-controlled governments pour almost unimaginable amounts of money into perpet-
ual wars. Enemies have to be found: communists, terrorists, the Islamic world, Russia, Iran, 
China, and so on. The corporate press keeps the public perpetually in fear of these “enemies”.

Although many countries have undemocratic and oligarchic governments, the decay of 
democracy is especially worrying in the United States. When Barack Obama was elected 
President, there was hope throughout the world that the gangster-like domestic and foreign 
policies of the Bush administration would change. On the basis of his campaign promises 
and his speeches in Prague and Cairo, Obama was even (prematurely) awarded a Nobel 
Peace Prize. But nothing changed. In fact, under Obama, perpetual wars and aggressive 
interventions in the internal affairs of other countries have become more flagrant and reckless 
than they were under Bush. At home, violations of the constitution and civil rights, as well as 
prosecution of whistle-blowers and militarization of the police have become the norm.

“Extreme inequality, 
such as we have today, 
can also contribute to 
economic collapse.” 
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Why did Obama change overnight into a new and worse version of George W. Bush? 
Why do both Democrats and Republicans in the US Congress slavishly vote for the interests 
of the super-rich oligarchy, the military-industrial complex, the fossil fuel industry and 
Israel? Why do European politicians support the imperial goals of the United States? Are 
they being blackmailed through personal secrets revealed by all-encompassing NSA spying? 
Are they being bribed, or threatened, or both? We do not know. All we know is that the 
will of the people no longer counts for anything. In Frank Zappa’s words “Government is 
the Entertainment division of the military-industrial complex”. The corporate billionaire 
oligarchs are saying to us: “Vote for whomever you like; we own them all”.

Under this system, Washington insiders have begun to believe their own propaganda. 
Influenced by ingrown “group-think”, they exhibit symptoms of recklessness bordering on 
insanity. We can see this almost-insane recklessness most clearly in the recent attempt of 
the United States government to revive the Cold War by supporting a neo-Nazi coup against 
the elected government of Ukraine. The aim seems to be to provoke a conflict with Russia. 
Conflicts are, after all, needed to justify obscenely bloated military budgets. But a conflict 
between Russia and the United States could easily escalate into a nuclear war. 

The centenary of the tragic outbreak of World War I reminds us of the dangers of esca-
lation. We can also remember that none of the people responsible for the outbreak of that 
world-destroying conflict had any imaginative idea of what it would be like. They thought 
that it would be over in a few months. They visualized romantic and heroic cavalry charges. 
But the machine gun, long-range artillery and poison gas had changed the character of war. 
Similarly, it seems that none of the Washington hawks who today risk provoking a thermo-
nuclear war with Russia have any imaginative idea of what such a war would be like.

Recent research shows that a large-scale nuclear war would be an ecological catastrophe, 
damaging global agriculture to such an extent that it could initiate a very large-scale famine 
involving billions of deaths, and severely damaging the biosphere. Furthermore, long-lasting 
radioactive contamination would make large areas of the world permanently uninhabitable.11

4. Limits to Growth
Although never-ending exponentially-increasing economic growth on a finite planet is a 

logical impossibility, today’s politicians and economists are almost universally committed to 
such growth. Their defiance of logic is achieved by refusing to look more than one or two 
decades into the future. We can gain some understanding of this self-imposed myopia by 
examining today’s fractional-reserve banking system. 

Fractional reserve banking is the practice whereby private banks keep only a small frac-
tion of the money entrusted to them, and lend out the remaining amount. Under this system, 
profits from any expansion of the money supply go to the banks, rather than being used by 
the government to provide social services. This is basically fraudulent and unjust; the banks 
are in effect issuing their own currency. 

When the economy contracts instead of expanding, the result is still worse. The depositors 
then ask the banks for their money, which is their right to do; but the banks do not have the 
cash. It has been lent out. Unless the government and the taxpayers are able and willing to 
save the banks, they collapse. This explains why politicians and economists fear a stationary 
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or contracting economy, and why they are so dedicated to limitless growth, despite the fact 
that it is a logical and mathematical impossibility. 

Of course, it is necessary to distinguish between industrial growth and growth of 
knowledge and culture, which can and should continue to grow. Qualitative improvements 
in human society are possible and desirable, but resource-using and pollution-producing 
industrial growth has reached or exceeded its sustainable limits. 

Because of the unrestricted growth of both industry and population, the earth is headed 
towards an ecological mega-catastrophe. According to Wikipedia, “Global deforestation 
sharply accelerated around 1852. It has been estimated that about half of the earth’s mature 
tropical forests have now been destroyed. Some scientists have predicted that unless 
significant measures (such as seeking out and protecting old-growth forests that have not been 
disturbed) are taken on a worldwide basis, by 2030 there will be only 10 percent remaining, 
with another 10 percent in a degraded condition. 80 percent will have been lost, and with 
them hundreds of thousands of irreplaceable species.”12

The world’s ability to feed its growing population is threatened by loss of fertile cropland 
through erosion, salination, desertification, loss of topsoil, urbanization and failure of water 
supplies. In China, India and in the southwestern part of the United States, water tables are 
being overdrawn and are falling at an alarming rate. For example, the Ogallala aquifer in the 
southwest US has a yearly overdraft of 160 percent. 

If irrigation of arid lands is not performed with care, salt may be deposited so that the 
land is ruined for agriculture. Another type of desertification can be seen in the Sahel region 
of Africa, south of the Sahara.13 Rapid population growth has led to overgrazing, destruction 
of trees and wind erosion, so that the land has become unable to support even its original 
population. Often tropical rain forests are felled or burned for the sake of new agricultural 
land. However, the nutrients in the newly-cleared land are often quickly washed away by 
rains, so that the land becomes unsuitable for farming and has to be abandoned. Loss of 
fertile land also occurs when it is paved over by urban development.14

5. The Long-term Perspective
The interrelated threats to humans and the biosphere which we have been discussing 

become still more clear and severe if we consider the long-term perspective. For example, 
we mentioned climate change feedback loops resulting from the destabilization of methane 
hydrate crystals on Arctic sea floors. In the long term, there is a danger that melting of these 
crystals will occur at the bottom of oceans throughout the world. Geologists tell us that 
there have been five major extinction events in the past, in each of which more than half 
of all living organisms were lost. Many scientists believe that global warming by 10-15 
degrees C due to the release of methane from ocean floors was the cause of these mass 
extinctions, and that unless prompt measures are taken to prevent it, there will be a danger 
of a human-initiated 6th mass extinction. The worrying thing about methane hydrate crystals 
at the bottoms of oceans is the enormous quantity of carbon which they contain, perhaps as 
much as 10,000 gigatons. One can put this enormous quantity into perspective by comparing 
it with the total amount of carbon emitted by human activities since the start of the Industrial 
Revolution: 337 gigatons.15
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The danger of nuclear war also becomes clearer when 
we look far ahead. Suppose that each year there is a 
certain finite chance of a nuclear catastrophe, let us say 
1 percent, then in a century the chance of a disaster will 
be 100 percent, and in two centuries, 200 percent, in three 
centuries, 300 percent, and so on. Over many centuries, 
the chance that a disaster will take place will become so 
large as to be a certainty. Thus by looking at the long-term future, we can see that if nuclear 
weapons are not entirely eliminated, civilization will not survive.

Finally, the limits to growth become very clear if we look far into the future. One can 
argue about the exact future date at which particular non-renewable resources will become so 
expensive that they cannot be used economically, but one cannot argue that such a time will 
never come. Furthermore, exponential growth of any kind, whether it is growth of population 
or growth of pollution-producing and resource-using industry, cannot be continued indefinitely 
on a finite planet. For example, if the rate of increase is a modest 2 percent per year, then over 
500 years, whatever is growing at that rate will have increased by a factor of 22,000. No one 
can maintain that the earth can support 22,000 times its present human population or 22,000 
times its present industry.

6. Religious Conservatism
All known human societies have religions; and this is true not only of societies that 

exist today, but also of all past societies of which we have any record. Therefore it seems 
reasonable to suppose that the tendency to be religious is an intrinsic part of human nature. It 
seems to be coded into our genes. If evolutionary forces have produced the human tendency 
to be religious, then it must have some survival value. My own belief is that religion helps us 
because it is a mechanism for the preservation and transmission of human cultures.

All living organisms on earth hand on information from one generation to the next in the 
form of messages coded into their DNA and RNA. Humans are unique in having also evolved 
extremely efficient non-genetic methods for transmitting information from one generation to 
the next through our highly developed languages. 

Cultural evolution is responsible for the success of our species. We dominate the earth 
because of cultural evolution. Thus, if religion is a mechanism for the preservation and trans-
mission of particular cultures, it must have conferred a great advantage to those societies that 
possessed religion, and a tendency to be religious would have been favored by the Darwinian 
forces of natural selection, and this perhaps explains why it is now a universal part of human 
nature.

Throughout history, until recent times, the conservative role of religions in transmitting 
and preserving our cultural heritage has been a great advantage. However, the dangers that 
we are experiencing today demand quick changes in our patterns of thought and in our life-
styles; and here the conservatism of religion may be a disadvantage. For example, at a time 
when the exploding global population contributes to the severity of most of the dangers that 
we face, religious opposition to birth control has become inappropriate.

“Cultural evolution 
is responsible for 
the success of our 
species.” 
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Furthermore, human history is drenched with blood from 
wars that have been fought in the name of religion. We can 
think, for example, of the Crusades, or the Islamic conquests in 
the Middle East, North Africa and Spain, or the wars between 
Catholics and Protestants in Europe, or the brutal treatment 
of the indigenous populations of Africa, and the Americas in 
the name of religion. The list by no means stops there. This 
is because religion is so closely associated with ethnicity and 
nationalism.

The religious leaders of today have the opportunity to contribute importantly to the solu-
tion of the problem of war. They have the opportunity to powerfully support the concept of 
universal human brotherhood, to build bridges between religious groups by making intermar-
riage across ethnic boundaries, and to soften the distinctions between communities. If they 
fail to do this, they will have failed humankind in a time of crisis.

Although religion may be a part of the problems that we face today, it can potentially be 
part of the solution. Because of the all-destroying modern weapons developed through the 
misuse of science, we urgently need religious ethics, i.e. the traditional wisdom of human-
kind. Not only do the fundamental ethical principles of the world’s great religions agree with 
each other, but they also do not conflict in any way with science. If practiced, these principles 
would make war impossible, thus eliminating one of the greatest dangers that we face today, 
the cause of much of the suffering that humans experience.

The central ethical principles of Christianity can be found in the Sermon on the Mount 
and in the Parable of the Good Samaritan. In the Sermon on the Mount, we are told that 
we must not only love our neighbors as much as we love ourselves; we must also love and 
forgive our enemies. This seemingly impractical advice is in fact of great practicality, since 
escalatory cycles of revenge and counter-revenge can only be ended by unilateral acts of 
kindness. In the Parable of the Good Samaritan, we are told that our neighbor, whom we 
must love, is not necessarily a member of our own ethnic group. Our neighbor may live on 
the other side of the world and belong to an entirely different race or culture; but he or she 
still deserves our love and care. 

Contrast this with the idea of “massive retaliation” which is part of the doctrine of nuclear 
deterrence! In nuclear retaliation, the victims would include people of every kind: women, 
men, old people, and infants, completely irrespective to any degree of guilt that they might 
have. As the result of such an attack, many millions of people in neutral countries would also 
die. This type of killing has to be classified as genocide. 

When a suspected criminal is tried for a wrongdoing, great efforts are made to clarify the 
question of guilt or innocence. Punishment only follows if guilt can be established beyond 
any reasonable doubt. Contrast this with the totally indiscriminate mass slaughter that results 
from a nuclear attack! 

Thus both the doctrine of nuclear deterrence, and the very existence of nuclear weapons, 
are completely contrary to the central ethical principles of Christianity; and not only to the 
principles of Christianity, but to those of every other major religion. 

“Although religion 
may be a part of the 
problems that we 
face today, it can 
potentially be part 
of the solution.”
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It is an interesting fact that the Golden Rule, “Do unto others as you would have them 
do unto you”, appears in various forms in all of the world’s major religions. The Wikipedia 
article16 gives a fascinating list of the forms in which the rule appears in many cultures and 
religions.

The Buddhist concept of karma has great value in human relations. The word “karma” 
means simply “action”. In Buddhism, one believes that actions will return to the actor. Good 
actions will be returned, and bad actions will also be returned. This is obviously true in social 
relationships. If we behave with kindness to our neighbors, they will return our kindness. 
Conversely, a harmful act may lead to vicious circles of revenge and counter-revenge. These 
vicious circles can only be broken by returning good for evil. However, the concept of karma 
has a broader and more abstract validity, beyond the direct returns of actions to the actor.

When we perform a good action, we increase the total amount of good karma in the 
world. If all people similarly behave well, the world as a whole will become more pleasant 
and more safe. Human nature seems to have a built-in recognition of this fact, and we are 
rewarded by inner happiness when we perform good and kind actions. In his wonderful book, 
“Ancient Wisdom, Modern World”, the Dalai Lama says that good actions lead to happiness 
and bad actions to unhappiness, even if our neighbors do not return these actions. Inner 
peace, he tells us, can only be achieved through good actions. 

In Buddhist philosophy, the concept of karma, action and reaction, also extends to our 
relationship with nature. Both Hindu and Buddhist traditions emphasize the unity of all life 
on earth. Most Hindus regard killing an animal as a sin, and many try to avoid accidentally 
stepping on insects as they walk. The Hindu and Buddhist picture of the relatedness of all 
life on earth has been confirmed by modern biological science. We now know that all living 
organisms have the same fundamental biochemistry, and we know that our own genomes are 
more similar to than different from the genomes of our close relations in the animal world.

The people of the industrialized nations urgently need to acquire a non-anthropocentric 
element in their ethics, similar to the reverence for all life found in the Hindu and Buddhist 
traditions, as well as in the teachings of St. Francis of Assisi and Albert Schweitzer.* We need 
to value other species for their own sakes, and not because we expect to use them for our own 
economic goals. 

Today a few societies follow a way of life similar to that of our hunter-gatherer ancestors. 
Anthropologists are able to obtain a vivid picture of the past by studying these societies. 
Usually, the religious ethics of the hunter-gatherers emphasize the importance of harmony 
with nature. As the expansion of industry threatens to produce an ecological mega-catastrophe, 
we can learn much from societies that live in balance with the natural world. 

We can see from this discussion that religious conservatism cuts both ways. In some 
respects, it damages our response to the current crisis, for example when it supports war or 
opposes birth control. On the other hand, the ethical principles of the world’s great religions 
can help to save us. 

* The simple life-style that we associate with St. Francis can also teach us much. St. Francis and St. Claire and many others who have followed in their 
footsteps lived lives of voluntary poverty and service, close to the ideals of Jesus himself, who said “Lay not up treasures on earth...”.
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7. Shooting Santa Claus
No one wants to shoot Santa Claus. That goes without saying! Who would want to harm 

that jolly old man, with his reindeer and sleigh, and his workshop at the North Pole? Who 
would want to prevent him from bringing happiness to everyone? Who would want to stop 
him from making the children’s eyes light up like stars? Surely no one!

But the sad truth today is that we have to get rid of Santa somehow, before he kills us, 
and before he kills most of the plants and animals with which we share our world. Perhaps 
shooting is too harsh. Perhaps we should just forget Santa and all that he stands for, with his 
red suit, invented by the advertising department of Coca Cola.

This is what Santa stands for: The customer is always right. Your wish is our command. 
You have a right to whatever you desire. If you feel like taking a vacation on the other side of 
the world, don’t hesitate, just do it. If you feel like buying a SUV, just do it. Self-fulfillment 
is your birthright. Spending makes the economy grow, and growth is good. Isn’t that right?

But sadly that isn’t right. We have to face the fact that endless economic growth on a finite 
planet is a logical impossibility, and that we have reached or passed the sustainable limits to 
growth. 

At Christmas, or New Year or the Carnival in New Orleans or Rio, or Bastille Day, 
or whatever festival one might think of, we do what we have always done. The feeling 
of continuity that we obtain from carrying out these ancient rituals gives us a sense of 
security. But sadly, the full, expensive celebration of festivals is becoming unsustainable and 
ecologically destructive. The very security that we seek in such traditional celebrations may 
be undermined by our unbridled orgies of consumerism. 

In today’s world, we are pressing against the absolute limits of the earth’s carrying 
capacity, and further growth carries with it the danger of future collapse. In the long run, 
neither the growth of industry nor that of population is sustainable; and we have now reached 
or exceeded the sustainable limits.

The size of the human economy is, of course, the product of two factors: the total number 
of humans, and the consumption per capita. Let us first consider the problem of reducing 
the per-capita consumption in the industrialized countries. The whole structure of western 
society seems designed to push its citizens in the opposite direction, towards ever-increasing 
levels of consumption. The mass media hold before us continually the ideal of a personal 
utopia, filled with material goods. 

Every young man in a modern industrial society feels that he is a failure unless he fights 
his way to the “top”; and in recent years, women too have been drawn into the competition. 
Of course, not everyone can reach the top; there would not be room for everyone; but society 
urges us all to try, and we feel a sense of failure if we do not reach the goal. Thus, modern life 
has become a competition of all against all for power and possessions. 

When possessions are used for the purpose of social competition, demand has no natural 
upper limit; it is then limited only by the size of the human ego, which, as we know, is bound-
less. This would be all to the good if unlimited industrial growth were desirable; but today, 
when further industrial growth implies future collapse, western society urgently needs to find 
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new values to replace our worship of power, our restless chase after 
excitement, and our admiration of excessive consumption. 

If you turn on your television set, the vast majority of the programs 
that you will be offered give no hint at all of the true state of the world 
or of the dangers which we will face in the future. Part of the reason 
for this willful blindness is that no one wants to damage consumer 
confidence. No one wants to bring on a recession. No one wants to 
shoot Santa Claus. 

But sooner or later a severe recession will come, despite our unwillingness to recognize this 
fact. Perhaps we should prepare for it by reordering the world’s economy and infrastructure 
to achieve long-term sustainability, i.e. steady-state economics, population stabilization, and 
renewable energy.

8. What then can we do?
On the 23rd of September 2014, the United Nations Climate Summit took place in New 

York.† Delegates and heads of state from around the world were shown images of the inspiring 
and heartfelt People’s Climate March, which took place on Sunday, September 21st.17 The 
organizers of the march had expected 100,000 participants. In fact, more than 400,000 came, 
and the march was unique in its artistic brilliance and ethnic diversity. On the same day 
2,600 similar events took place in 170 nations throughout the world, with the participation of 
600,000 people. The slogan of the march in New York was “To change everything, we need 
everyone”, and in fact, everyone came! 

On that momentous September Sunday in 2014, the people of the world spoke with one 
voice on the urgent need to prevent the worst effects of climate change. They shouted loudly, 
“We do not want climate change! We want system change!” In her new book, “This Changes 
Everything”, author and activist Naomi Klein argues that the urgent need for action to avoid 
the worst consequences of climate change can unite people in the cause of other urgently 
needed changes, such as overthrowing oligarchy and re-establishing democracy.18

Pulitzer Prize-winning author Chris Hedges believes that widespread civil disobedience 
demonstrations will be necessary. Of course such demonstrations cannot be violent, since 
they would have no chance at all against today’s militarized, tank-driving police. But both 
Mahatma Gandhi and Martin Luther King have shown how effective non-violent campaigns 
can be as a tool for system change. And, as both Gandhi and King showed in their own lives, 
fearlessness is the key.

All of the technology needed for the replacement of fossil fuels by renewable energy is 
already in place.19 Much research and thought have been devoted to the concept of a steady-
state economy.20 The only thing that is lacking is political will. It is up to the people of the 
world to make their collective will felt. 

We live in a time of crisis. We did not ask to be born at such a time, but history has given 
to our generation an enormous responsibility towards future generations. We must achieve a 

† https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h5YaqcPEUNc

“It is up to the 
people of the 
world to make 
their collective 
will felt.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h5YaqcPEUNc
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new kind of economy, a steady-state economy. We must stabilize global population. We must 
replace fossil fuels by renewable energy. We must abolish the institution of war. We must act 
with dedication and fearlessness to save the future of the earth for human civilization and for 
the plants and animals with which we share the gift of life.
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Abstract
As natural disasters increase and intensify around the world, their consequences are felt most 
acutely in those countries less equipped to cope with them, economically and politically. The 
current response to such disasters is mostly reactive; however, this paper will argue that 
such disasters need, instead, a pro-active, comprehensive, preventative, and human-centred 
approach that has the capability of fostering change in human perspective, attitude and 
preparedness. This activist approach will not only involve the affected workers and population 
at large, as both resource and beneficiary, but should also be based on the establishment 
of Decent Work,* as per the ILO definition: decent job opportunities and rights at work, 
which will contribute to fostering social and economic development. Such an approach 
entails a number of characteristics: an effective methodology; the active participation of 
employers’ and workers’ organizations; employment and livelihood concerns; anticipating 
and mitigating risks; collaboration among the public and private sectors, and the social 
economy; efficient and cost-effective multiple responses; a better plan of rebuilding; and 
reconstruction and recovery efforts that recognize and foster diversity. Implementation of 
such an approach must involve a coordinated effort among governments, the UN agencies, 
social partners, business and civil society organizations.

Foreword by Alberto Zucconi† 
We have finally become aware and concerned about the rising risks of climate warming, the 
destruction of natural and human capital and the significant part that human behaviour has 
in impacting all the life forms of our planet. This awareness is a necessary but not sufficient 
condition for dealing effectively with such man made catastrophes. Successfully managing 
these emergencies requires the awareness that we not only need effective tools of diagnosis 
but effective tools of intervention as well. The efforts of disaster prevention and mitigation 
need to use more effective tools than in the past. The mechanistic approaches have clearly 
shown their limits, that too often they have been giving not only poor results but even some 
boomerang effects. 

*The decent-work agenda of the International Labour Organization is an important instrument for achieving the objective of full and productive employ-
ment and decent work for all through the promotion and realization of the fundamental principles and rights at work, creation of greater and equal oppor-
tunities for women and men to secure decent employment and income, and enhancement of the coverage and effectiveness of social protection for all and 
the strengthening of social dialogue ( ref. :ECOSOC Resolution 2008/18 Promoting full employment and decent work for all)
† Alberto Zucconi – President, Person Centered Approach Institute (IACP); Secretary General, World University Consortium (WUC); Chair, Fund Raising 
Committee, Trustee, World Academy of Art and Science (WAAS)
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Too often we have acted without consideration of some basic facts:  that reality is socially 
construed,  that there are many variables simultaneously at work, that we need  to see, think 
and act systemically,  address all the variables, especially the bio-psycho-social and spiritual 
ones  and that our help needs to be offered  by empowering the people, the  communities, 
the regions and nations using  person-centered, people-centered, culture-centered and 
community-centered approaches scientifically validated in order  to avoid the risks of 
disempowerment, passivation, and of negative costs/benefits ratios that have undermined the 
results of too many good willed actions. It is quite encouraging to see that in this important 
paper Donato Kiniger- Passigli and Anna Biondi clearly address all these fundamental issues 
and that the UN agencies are taking the leadership in this direction. Hopefully we will see 
soon the dissemination of best practices of this promising course of action.

1. Introduction

Today, as the overall world risk situation continues to worsen 
dramatically as a result of natural disasters, the vast majority of 
such disasters and the consequences of their impact on people 
as well as property are regrettably concentrated in countries 
less equipped to cope with them in terms of ensuring assets and 
transfer costs of recovery. The preparedness and response to 
these disasters must be as dramatic as the disasters themselves. 
In this paper we will argue that such measures should be part 
of a comprehensive and human-centred approach that begins 
with fostering change in human perspective, attitude and 
preparedness. The underlying assumptions of our position lie in the innate, determinative 
capacity of humans to be active in meeting challenges as opposed to passively reacting to 
them. This activism is, furthermore, most effective when the affected population is both 
the beneficiary and resource for meeting the need of preparedness. In addition, a further 
challenge is to establish a comprehensive approach, addressing multiple dimensions and 
utilizing various types of resource capabilities and strategies. This universal challenge is 
best met by the unique role of international organizations, in general, and specifically, by the 
ILO’s approach to disaster management based on social and economic justice.

Evidence shows a growing need to improve emergency preparedness globally and, in 
particular, in countries at higher risks of natural hazards and conflict, i.e., the poorest and 
most fragile. In these countries, disasters are likely to exacerbate already existing weaknesses 
and instabilities due to the scarcity of human capital and due to the destruction of social 
capital.

Climate change brings with it extreme conditions, such as floods, landslides, earthquakes, 
wildfires, tsunamis, typhoons (such as Haiyan) with unprecedented winds and storms: natural 
disasters that unfortunately will probably increase in frequency and intensity in the near 
future. Equally, if not more devastating, are the effects of progressive desertification, rising 
sea levels, carbon emissions and ecological disasters of all kinds. 

“The truth is that 
there is nothing 
“natural” about dis-
asters, as they are 
largely provoked by 
human activities.”
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The truth is that there is nothing “natural” about disasters, as they are largely provoked 
by human activities.‡ While we cannot stop a hazard from happening, it is possible to act in 
order to prevent it from becoming a major disaster and to mitigate its effects. 

Furthermore, disasters, if not prevented or mitigated, will have a major impact on the 
world of work, adding numbers to temporary or long-term unemployment in countries where 
the lack of decent work is already the rule, in rural areas (among agricultural workers and 
share croppers) and in urban and semi-urban peripheries where large numbers of emarginated 
youth survives, often in idleness.

The International Labour Organization (ILO), historically the first specialized agency of 
the UN system that addresses labour and economic life, aims at supporting its constituents 
through rehabilitation, recovery and reconstruction. The ILO’s constituents – governments 
and social partners (workers’ and employers’ organizations) – contribute substantially to 
set in place and implement recovery programmes based on employment intensive schemes, 
productive jobs, social protection, human and labour rights, and social dialogue. Based 
on this comprehensive approach, alongside UN partners, the organization works towards 
prevention, mitigation and improved disaster preparedness.

2. Preparedness is the Key
Higher preparedness is key to reducing risk levels, developing the capacity to respond and 

reinforcing the ability to recover both at community and workplace levels. The promotion of 
resilient employment and livelihood opportunities is an integral part of higher preparedness, 
and by enhancing the capacity of communities to survive, adapting and growing in spite of 
adverse conditions produces social and economic stability. 

In order to create decent job opportunities and dignified occupations, a multidisciplined, 
people-centred approach has to be set in place with joint efforts of governments, workers’ 
and employers’ organizations, local communities and civil society at large. Preparedness 
should not be treated as an afterthought in the wake of mega disasters; on the contrary, it 
should be designed to fit people’s requirements and skills, to ensure better living and working 
standards, and to anticipate post-disaster recovery needs.

Technological responses alone are doomed to failure or can be easily “misunderstood” 
and misused as demonstrated in the early days of the post-tsunami recovery when the “Lost 

‡ According to the definition provided in the Hyogo Framework for Action (HFA), a hazard is a “damaging physical event, phenomenon or human ac-
tivity and can have different origins, natural or induced by human processes.” This definition implies that technological hazards are within the remit of 
disaster risk reduction and legitimates the workplace as a centre stage of disaster risk reduction in view of its role in prevention, mitigation, recovery and 
rehabilitation.

“To create decent job opportunities and dignified occupations, a 
multidisciplined, people-centred approach has to be set in place 
with joint efforts of governments, workers’ and employers’ 
organizations, local communities and civil society at large.”
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in Translation” Syndrome caused more harm than good in many villages on the shores of the 
Indian Ocean.

This is why preparedness measures should be developed along people’s cultural and 
traditional beliefs with innovative methods that build upon those endogenous, ancestral and 
original models, while ensuring a comprehensive and contemporary rights-based approach, 
including, for example, gender equality issues, if need be. 

But what does it take to be prepared?

First and foremost, it requires us to have at hand a mix of designed settings, proper skills 
and an effective methodology. As stated, this not only means seeking out very expensive 
solutions (often not affordable in developing countries) but creating the necessary safeguards 
and awareness, and continuously building the capacities of local and international experts in 
anticipation of possible disasters. With this aim, the ILO has successfully mainstreamed the 
employment and livelihood dimensions into the post disaster needs assessment initiative led 
by the UN family, the EU and the World Bank. The global rollout of the Post-Disaster Needs 
Assessment (PDNA) training in 2014 has generated a growing pool of experts ready to be 
deployed upon demand. 

In their efforts to preserve assets and development gains from the devastating consequences 
of disasters, countries should strengthen participatory planning mechanisms, encouraging the 
active participation of employers’ and workers’ organizations (with a national, local 
and sectoral component) in disaster risk management.

Employment and livelihood concerns should be factored into disaster risk management 
of vulnerable countries, considering in particular the planning and management of rural and 
urban development and of ecosystems, and focusing on strategies to reduce livelihood risk 
and increase resilience. Workplaces should be placed center stage for disaster risk reduction 
in view of their role with managers and trade union representatives as frontlines in de-
escalating the impact of disasters through prevention, mitigation, recovery and rehabilitation. 
Existing Occupational Health and Safety (OSH) Committees should be enhanced in order 
to include these new skills, and new ones should be created where needed. Collaboration 
between employers’ and workers’ representatives in OSH committees is, in fact, the first 
step in establishing a culture of prevention and mitigation: it must not be forgotten that the 
workplace is also a potential source of major industrial and technological disasters, and that 
a key strategy in preventing and dealing with them is to adopt a health and safety approach 
based on the respect of international labour standards. Positive synergies also need to be 
established with labour inspectorates as well as along the supply chains, including across 
countries.

While intervening in a disaster setting, a people-centred approach is required, focussing 
on human needs and livelihood concerns. Helping people to recover their means of earning 
a living is central to the ILO’s overall mission. Economic recovery enables people to reduce 
their reliance on long-term relief, adding to self-motivation, dignity and a sense of purpose. 
Alongside direct relief to affected people, local public and private markets, services and 
businesses that provide employment or support livelihoods more broadly also need to be 
assisted. Livelihood recovery can be part of rebuilding homes and infrastructure through 
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employment-intensive schemes, and it is more likely to be successful when reconstruction 
avoids the simplistic relocation of people or settlements, or simply rebuilding “as it was”, 
without innovative approaches which will anticipate and prevent future problems.

Being prepared also means anticipating and mitigating risks, such as climate change, 
through innovative approaches. For example, in 2011 the ILO completed a pilot project on 
climate change adaptation in the Philippines that developed an integrated financial package 
with weather index-based insurance to help service providers identify high-risk communities 
that are not covered by regular financial institutions. The results were promising: In the 
face of climatic risks, the identified communities were able to continue their production by 
applying climate-informed decisions and reduced their risk through a more diversified source 
of income and better access to insurance schemes.

The private sector involvement in disaster risk reduction is key in achieving a solid 
integrated approach to share expertise and capacities in order to develop an enabling 
environment for recovery and to minimise the long-term impacts of a hazard. In Bosnia- 
Herzegovina, the ILO is currently collaborating with collective representations of the private 
sector in developing blueprints for businesses to prepare for and respond to disaster situations. 
Through social dialogue, the ILO facilitates the active participation of entrepreneurs and 
workers’ organizations at both the community and national levels in order to develop suitable 
business continuity plans along the supply chain to be activated when a disaster strikes. 

While governments need to retain and increase their firm governance role in disaster 
risk reduction, the collaboration between the public and private sectors is also an 
important driver in achieving a solid integrated approach, in sharing expertise and capacities 
for prevention and response, in developing an enabling environment for recovery, and in 
minimizing the long-term impacts of hazards and risks. In particular, the development of 
business continuity plans through the participation of employers’ and workers’ organizations 
has the potential of contributing to the protection of workers’ lives, of maintaining adequate 
standards for health and safety, of promoting job and income security, and of reducing 
business losses. 

Plans to guarantee the continuity of public services should be developed and implement-
ed in all critical sectors, given their utmost importance. Such plans, currently being discussed 
with communities and civil society organizations, should involve the public sector unions in 
their design, ensuring ownership, positive response and support from the start.

Lessons learned from previous sudden disasters show that appropriate preparedness 
reduces the impact of disasters and lays the foundations for quicker business recovery. Such 
preparedness restores quality jobs and incomes, while also improving key enterprise func-
tions, processes and practices, with positive spillover effects at the community level.

“Lessons learned from previous sudden disasters show that 
appropriate preparedness reduces the impact of disasters and lays 
the foundations for quicker business recovery.” 
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Along with continuity of business and public service delivery, livelihood support is key 
to minimizing the impact of disaster-induced population displacement/forced migration, and 
a precondition for addressing it through durable solutions.

Providing a smooth transition from relief to recovery is also central to disaster 
preparedness. Only when employment and development opportunities are maximised from 
day-one of the relief effort can we foster a strong and lasting recovery and, at the same time, 
address underlying risks and vulnerabilities. In the 2010 massive earthquake that hit Haiti, 
the ILO programme included emergency employment-intensive reconstruction, jointly with 
the promotion of quality jobs in enterprises and the enhancement of entrepreneurship skills. 
Several enterprise service centres have since been opened, which provide practical, technical 
and managerial training in recycling the debris material into pavement blocks, and in road 
and public space rehabilitation. Small enterprises have acquired the capacity to repair roads; 
workers have been trained and trainers equipped with business development skills. More 
work is needed – especially in reference to securing better wages, conditions of work and 
collective agreements for workers – but this action has shown a practical way towards longer-
lasting solutions, desperately needed on the island.

In Somalia, the ILO has worked with the government and local implementing organiza-
tions in employment-intensive infrastructure investments. Flood-retaining walls, catchments, 
roads and irrigation canals have been constructed and rehabilitated, generating work oppor-
tunities for women and men: again, a small contribution on the way towards decent work in 
a difficult setting for workers and their families. 

Such activities aim at involving local business and workers’ representatives in disaster 
risk reduction, and taking actions to enhance their disaster resilience at the local level. Natural 
and man-made disasters also require efficient and cost-effective multiple responses to 
strengthen national and local coping mechanisms. With increasing hazards, humanitarian 
needs threaten to increase beyond the capacity of governments and of the international 
emergency response system. Action is needed to tackle natural and human-made risks, to 
reduce the scale and costs of humanitarian interventions, and to increase their effectiveness; 
on the other hand, adequate resources need to be allocated for prevention if the national 
government and the international community believe in such prevention beyond mere 
slogans.

At this critical juncture, when a Post-2015 Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction is 
being prepared, participants in the discussions leading to next March’s World Conference 
in Sendai, Japan, have importantly recognized that “disaster risk is a combined result of 
hazard, exposure and vulnerability” and that among underlying risk drivers – such as unequal 
economic development, poverty, inequality, weak governance and local capacities and 
climate change – compound disaster risk and, hence, determine higher losses. The vicious 
circle of fragility is determined by social crises, risks of violent conflict, unemployment 
and precarious conditions of work, lack of participation, inequality and discrimination. The 
response is a combination of reducing levels of risks, strengthening social and economic 
resilience, and adopting a just transition to a “greening” economy in response to the global 
climate change challenge.
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Preparedness also requires a better plan of rebuilding. 
Reconstruction and recovery efforts must take future hazards 
and risks into account. In the Philippines, the ILO support-
ed the Department of Labour and Employment in creating 
jobs in the aftermath of Typhoon Haiyan. This effort was 
made to create quality jobs (from the temporary jobs in the 
aftermath of the crisis), with a guaranteed minimum wage, 
and protective gear and clothing as well as health and social 
security contributions – to help improve living and working 
conditions of affected communities.

3. Integrated Approach
Reconstruction and recovery efforts must also recognize and foster diversity. 

Communities and populations affected by disasters are not homogeneous. Different 
groups have different needs, skills and capabilities. In its disaster recovery efforts, the ILO 
gives special consideration, in particular, to the needs of women, indigenous people and 
disadvantaged groups. In this sense, a disaster may be transformed into an opportunity for 
improvement. If projects and programmes are well-designed and implemented, we can build 
the capacity of institutions; expand access to services, such as health and education; reduce 
poverty and strengthen livelihood security; advance gender equality; and empower and open 
up spaces for civil society. ILO intervention is always based on creating an opportunity for 
implementation in practice of International Labour Standards. When addressing this topic, a 
mix of standards is needed for guidance: fundamental rights at work (which include freedom 
of association and effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining, elimination of 
child labour, forced labour and discrimination) are considered “enabling rights” for workers, 
especially in condition of distress or great vulnerability, and they need to be respected, 
together with other standards, such as C. 122 on Employment, C. 169 on Indigenous people, 
C. 174 on Prevention of Major Industrial Accidents, among others.

A specific mention should be given to C. 94 on Labour Clauses in Public Contracts, 
which is particularly relevant if – in the aftermath of a disaster – the public bodies charged 
with reconstruction want to truly build longer lasting examples, both for public and private 
contractors.§

An integrated approach is needed to reinforce local capacities, shift from a reactive to 
a preventive approach, establish robust public-private partnerships and secure ways for the 
private sector to increase their investments in risk management and business continuity. 

If more investments are directed towards disaster risk reduction programmes, more quality 
jobs may also be created. In parallel, governments and local institutions should promote an 
effective understanding of measures at hand and offer effective solutions to the challenges 
communities are facing in order to build a society resilient to disasters. As stated in the 
UN Plan of Action, resilience can be achieved only through higher preparedness, a higher 
capability to respond and a higher ability to recover. Generating resilient jobs and livelihoods 
that can withstand shocks is key to this endeavour as they ultimately create a better working 

§ For the full list of ILO standards please see: http://www.ilo.org/global/standards/introduction-to-international-labour-standards/lang--en/index.htm

“A disaster may be 
transformed into 
an opportunity for 
improvement.” 
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environment, better skills, and improvements in production, income-generation and safety 
at work. 

Achieving resilience requires all stakeholders, both in the public and private sectors, to 
participate and assume responsibilities. Governments should promote – through specific 
incentives and mechanisms of cooperation with the local communities – a stronger 
engagement of social partners, of businesses and of officials in charge of local economic 
development in disaster risk reduction. 

Private-public partnerships may offer useful avenues of reducing risk by leveraging 
business strategies (such as supply chain management and business continuity planning), and 
strengthening the foundations of resilience, leading to economic opportunities for the public 
sector as well as for small, medium and large enterprises and cooperatives. The principles 
of the ILO MNE Declaration are particularly important for companies that want to support 
workers and employers in managing risks along the supply chain.¶

4. Conclusion
In conclusion, it is worth re-stating that the main role of the international community and 

the multilateral system is to prevent disasters from happening through adequate planning, 
coherent efforts and sharing resources for implementing the sustainable development goals 
currently being set in the post-2015 agenda. In case a disaster strikes, the response should not 
aim to rebuild the status quo but to use the emergency as an opportunity for improvement. 
If the recovery is well-designed, development will follow, starting with the institutions’ 
capacity-building as well as progress in a number of areas, such as health and education, 
poverty reduction, security of livelihood, gender equality, and the empowerment of men and 
women who have lived on the margins of society. Decent work has to be a key component of 
any successful strategy in rebuilding resilient and democratic societies. 

We trust that the successor of the original Hyogo Framework for Action will contribute to 
the achievement of these goals.

As UN Secretary General Ban-Ki-Moon urges us: “Ours is the first generation that can 
end poverty, and the last that can take steps to avoid the worst impacts of climate change. In 
this 70th anniversary year in which we renew our commitment to the goals and principles of 
the UN charter, the international community must rise to the moment”.**
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Abstract
This paper presents nine propositions: (1) humanity is cascading through a rupture in its 
history into an epoch of “anthropo-transmutation”; (2) to prevent self-destruction and 
facilitate pluralistic thriving many counter-conventional radical innovations in human 
values, institutions and policies are essential; (3) enlightened voluntarism cannot be relied 
upon; (4) human enhancement possibilities too requite strict control and regulation, based 
on clarified value judgments; (5) novel decisive global governance norms and structures 
are urgently needed; (6) the future-shaping stratum must be mobilized; (7) spiritual leaders 
advancing raison d’humanité are essential; (8) political leaders are critical, but to meet 
existential needs of humanity they need much improvement; and (9) priming political leaders 
to cope with the fateful issues posed by science and technology is a top priority.

Recognizing the need to upgrade political leaders, adding it to public discourse and working 
out concrete improvement proposals should be among the main tasks of the World Academy 
of Art and Science, the Club of Rome, the Club of Madrid and similar knowledge-intense 
humanity-serving epistemic communities.

1. Introduction
This short essay presents a set of nine propositions, leading to the major recommendation 

to focus on priming of political leaders for fateful choices, with applications to the endeavors 
of the World Academy of Art and Science and related bodies, such as the Club of Rome, the 
Club of Madrid and the European Academy of Sciences and Arts. 

* This essay is partly based on a short presentation read at an annual meeting of the Commonwealth Partnership for Technology Management – Smart 
Partnership Movement, invited by its Director and CEO Dr. Mihaela Smith. Its subjects are fully developed in Yehezkel Dror’s Avant-Garde Politician: 
Leaders for a New Epoch (Washington, DC: Westphalia Press, Imprint of the Policy Studies Organization), 2014.

“Humanity is cascading through a self-produced rupture in its 
history into an epoch of Anthropo-transmutation, in the sense of 
human actions changing basic features of human existence and its 
nature.” 
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2. Main Propositions
2.1 Proposition One. Humanity is Cascading Through a Rupture in its History 
into an Epoch of “Anthropo-transmutation”

A relatively new term which has caught on is “Anthropocene,” referring to the epoch 
that began when human activities had a significant global impact on the Earth’s ecosystems. 
But the tools increasingly supplied by science and technology enable humanity to do much 
more than impacting on ecosystems, namely to transmute its way of being, including also 
self-annihilation and creation of a Homo sapiens novo with inconceivable attributes. In 
short, humanity is cascading through a self-produced rupture in its history into an epoch of 
Anthropo-transmutation, in the sense of human actions changing basic features of human 
existence and its nature. This is no longer a matter of “future eating,” but also of the possibility 
of “future ending.”

Some dangerous results of human action, such as climate changes, may be reversible, 
thanks to science and technology such as geoengineering. However, some of the potentially 
poisonous fruits of the tree of knowledge may be much harder to control, such as abilities 
provided by synthetic biology to mutate viruses in “kitchen laboratories,” providing fanatics 
with unprecedented mass killing weapons. Therefore, radically new policies and institutions 
based on revaluation of some norms presently accepted as “obvious” are essential. However, 
even in the best of cases, harsh transition crises accompanied by much pain are unavoidable 
– making outstanding crisis coping abilities essential.

2.2 Proposition Two. To Prevent Self-Destruction and Facilitate Pluralistic 
Thriving Many Counter-conventional Radical Innovations in Human Values, 
Institutions and Policies are Essential

To start with a relatively simple example of a “disruptive technology,” advances in 
artificial intelligence, robotics and perhaps molecular engineering are sure to transform labor 
markets, by enabling high levels of productivity with much less human resources, making 
contemporary concepts of “employment” and widely accepted development policies obsolete.

However challenging, this example is benign in comparison to the full potentials of 
synthetic (and emerging quantum) biology, molecular engineering, artificial intelligence, 
robotics and more. Even more problematic are the potentials of human enhancement, human 
cloning and perhaps creation of new life forms.

Advances in science and technology can bring about human thriving but also increase 
mass-killings up to the point of ending the existence of humanity. Therefore, strict regulation 
on the production and diffusion of potentially very dangerous knowledge and tools is becoming 
essential. Such regulation has to be applied globally without exceptions. Therefore, a strict 
global surveillance and enforcement regime is becoming necessary, subject to safeguards.

This implies limitation of sovereignty of states, some intrusive surveillance, restriction of 
freedom of research and access to dangerous knowledge, and additional measures which are 
radical, counter-conventional and contradict presently widely accepted values. 
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2.3 Proposition Three. Enlightened Voluntarism Cannot 
be Relied Upon

Recognition of some of the more obvious potential dangers 
of science and technology that can easily be misused, or cause 
devastating accidents, is growing among concerned scientists 
and some groups of policy intellectuals, in addition to broad 
agreement on the risks of climate changes probably caused 
by cumulative human action. However the vast majority 
of proposals for coping with the dangers are, in my view, 
pipedreams.

Thus:

• There exists no “global public sphere” for reasoning that leads to consensus; and 
preconditions for such processes, such as a shared set of basic values, are not fulfilled.

• Talk on some forms of “global democracy” is premature by at least a century and 
probably more. 

• Self-regulation by scientists and technology developers, even if taking the form of 
agreed codes of ethics, is sure to be ignored by quite a number of them, whether at their 
initiative or because of various pressures and incentives by governments and market 
actors.

• Raison d’état and often even narrower localism and parochialism, are given priority 
over raison d’humanité by both political leaders and their publics. And leaders who 
try to divert resources in order to contribute to the future of humanity as a whole risk 
losing the next elections.

• Willing cooperation by states will not withstand realpolitik, conflicting interests and 
value differences.

• Many non-state actors cannot be controlled even if states are willing to do so; a ma-
jority operates in failed states; and fanatic ones can only be contained by brute force, 
which is anathema to widely accepted values and contemporary norms of public inter-
national law (which often lags behind evolving challenges).

• Even if most market actors should join efforts to regulate dangerous knowledge and 
tools, free riders are sure to utilize the opportunities to make a lot of money by meeting 
demands for such knowledge and tools.

• No global mass movement supporting control of dangerous knowledge and tools is 
likely to arise. Even if some such mass movements emerge, their effectiveness is 
very limited as illustrated by their failure to bring about adequate measures against 
greenhouse effects and other environmental damages.

• Reliance on global social networks is similarly misplaced, as they lack sustainable real 
power and are counteracted by other manipulated networks.

“Leaders who try 
to divert resources 
in order to contrib-
ute to the future 
of humanity as a 
whole risk losing 
the next elections.”
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• No “coalition of the willing” can impose the necessary measures on the non-willing 
unless a strict and decisive global regime does so. 

Furthermore, necessary measures will meet much resistance by economic interests, quite 
some scientists and a variety of interest groups as well as true believers in the “goodness of 
humans,” the “hidden hand of free markets” and various “tyrannies of the status quo” – often 
supported by large segments of populations. And important actors will oppose necessary 
value changes, such as acceptance of somewhat intrusive global surveillance impairing 
privacy and limitations on research and access to scientific knowledge.

Therefore quite a large “critical mass” is needed to bring about essential measures 
counteracting the potential dangers of science and technology; and this critical mass must be 
sophisticated and knowledgeable so as to maintain overall support for science and technology. 
Only an electronic microscope can perhaps find beginnings of such a critical mass in the 
making, with major calamities being probably necessary as a catalyst for producing it.

In some respects most insidious of all, outside select groups of scientists and policy 
intellectuals the very dangers posed by unrestrained science and technology are not 
recognized. Instead, limitless optimism on their blessings dominates contemporary cultures, 
all the more reinforced by the tremendous contributions of science and technology to human 
welfare. These overshadow the not less tremendous potentials of damaging human welfare 
and perhaps endangering the very existence of the human species. Taking a balanced view of 
the potentials of science and technology for better and worse is emotionally and intellectually 
demanding and hard to achieve for the vast majority of humans. 

Even when dangers are recognized, they are hypothetical and seemingly far-off and 
therefore find no place in public issue agendas overloaded with pressing problems. For sure, 
the vast majority of politicians will shy away from them, because of ignorance, overloads by 
current pressing concerns, lack of public interest, narrow “pragmatism” and – to be frank – 
lack of needed qualities of the mind.

2.4 Proposition Four. Human Enhancement Possibilities Requite Strict Control 
and Regulation Based on Clarified Value Judgments

Even more perplexing is the situation in respect to “human enhancement,” in the sense 
of interventions with attributes of human beings through changing features of the human 
body (as distinct from psychological and educational ones) having physical or psychological 
effects. Thus, prolonging life expectancy to an average of 120 quality years or raising 
some forms of intelligence by 50 per cent may well become possible and seem beneficial, 
though implications for human societies are unpredictable. The specter of human cloning 

“Taking a balanced view of the potentials of science and technology 
for better and worse is emotionally and intellectually demanding 
and hard to achieve for the vast majority of humans.” 
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is much more threatening and leads to inconceivable futures. Application of enhancement 
technologies to animals, such as raising some forms of intelligence of Chimpanzees also has 
inconceivable results. And should it become possible to produce multicellular living entities 
from inert materials – implications for human self-understanding and all of theology are 
mind staggering. 

But these are not possibilities which can a priori be labeled as “bad” or “good”, as can 
production of mass killing viruses or an effective genetic immunization against most forms of 
cancer respectively. Therefore new values must be generated and agreement on their validity 
comes prior to enforcement. However, it is hard to specify meta-values serving as bases for 
salient values judgments; there will be divisive disagreements on them (as prevalent in the 
literature starting to deal with human enhancement); and no forum able and entitled to set 
down norms on human enhancement is in sight or easy to imagine realistically. Furthermore 
enforcement may be more difficult than in respect to clearly dangerous technologies, all the 
more so as much human enhancement research and tools can serve both the good and the 
bad, however defined.

One possibility which I tend to support is to adopt a very cautious norm prohibiting all 
human enhancement research and technologies which may have impacts on the future of 
the human species, broadly defined. This, together with an explorative approach providing 
a steep learning curve on which more general norms can be based, subject to oversight by 
a kind of Super-Helsinki committee structure. But, whatever may somehow be decided has 
to be enforced globally, with strict measures to counteract the many temptations to ignore 
limitations on human enhancement research, technology and uses. 

Clearly this is an urgent subject in need of intense consideration, while in fact it is ignored 
by most of the powerful actors, including nearly all political leaders.

2.5 Proposition Five. Novel Decisive Global Governance Norms and Structures 
are Urgently Needed

The politics of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and of the 
Kyoto Protocol clearly demonstrate the inadequacy of existing global governance for coping 
with climate change. All the more so are present global governance regimes and institutions 
clearly unable to handle the fateful problems raised by potentially dangerous scientific and 
technological knowledge and tools. Therefore, a novel decisive global regime based on new 
global institutions and promulgating as well as enforcing innovative obligatory norms are 
essential.

It is on this imperative that widely discussed proposals are fanciful. Thus, many imagine 
some kind of “global democracy,” which is in the foreseeable future a nonstarter. And 
the relatively less unlikely possibility of a kind of Chinese-United States duopoly set up, 
together with some willing powers, following some major global calamities is not seriously 
considered.

2.6 Proposition Six. The Future-Shaping Stratum Must be Mobilized
This is not the place to go into detailed proposals on a required global regime and the 

conditions which may make its establishment feasible. But activation of actors who may with 
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time enable founding of the essential kind of global governance is necessary, together with 
preparation of suitable global governance designs, so as to be ready when opportunities open 
up. This applies in particular to mobilization of the future-shaping stratum.

Let me start with the concept of “future-shaping stratum.” It includes all who exert 
significant impact on the future, such as (in no order of importance, which varies with issues 
and time) scientists and technologists, entrepreneurs, social activists, mass media shapers, 
creative authors and artists, policy and social issues professionals, international lawyers, 
spiritual leaders and political leaders. 

It is important to be frank about a fundamental fact: the entire future-impacting stratum is 
miniscule. As a rough guesstimate, its order of magnitude is probably around ten thousand as 
a maximum. This means that a very small part of humanity shapes the future of multitudes.

A possible partial exception may be the aggregative effects of internet-based virtual 
network communities, whether temporary or somewhat permanent, with sometimes large 
number of participants. But these too depend on small number of initiators and leaders in the 
absence of whom the networks are ineffective and dissipate rapidly.

At any given time and place the future-shaping stratum is influenced by traditions, cultures, 
social habitus, dominant ideologies and paradigms, together with additional sediments of the 
past. Its freedom of impacting on the future is further constrained by the facticity of power 
maps, resources limitations, accepted views and so on. Overriding and circumscribing all 
these are the limits of human minds and the rarity of “geniuses” who somehow break through 
some of these limits. But, still, it is the future-shaping stratum which is crucial for our 
concerns, with various components exerting influence in different ways on diverse domains.

As the impact of human action on the future is undergoing a quantum leap, the quality 
of the future-impacting stratum is becoming a major factor in shaping the fate of humanity 
and its parts. Therefore it must be radically upgraded to fit the increasingly fateful and also 
difficult choices facing humanity as posed by its rapidly increasing ability to shape its future 
for better and worse, as supplied by science and technology. This applies to all components of 
the stratum, such as artists who can play an important role in strengthening a shared sense of 
“The Family of Humans.” But the single most important part of the future-impacting stratum 
for our purposes are political leaders; and, differently but perhaps even more important, 
spiritual leaders. It is therefore their misfit or fit with what is required that should be at the 
center of concern and improvement efforts.

2.7 Proposition Seven. Spiritual Leaders Advancing Raison d’Humanité are 
Essential

Most of the measures required for containing the serious and in part fatal dangers posed 
by bad uses of science and technology or serious accidents are mainly a matter for top-down 
initiatives and actions. But bottom-up massive support by significant parts of humanity is 
not only important in terms of participatory values, but essential for long-term success of the 
top-down measures. What is needed is a constantly growing sense of human communality 
combined with readiness for efforts and also pain now in order to assure a good future for 
generations to come.
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Many agencies can help build up and diffuse such a sense, for instance writers and artists 
producing emblems on human oneness. But most important of all are spiritual leaders leading 
towards wide acceptance of d’humanité, as an increasingly dominant hyper-value and meta-
ethical basis.

Widely accepted spiritual leaders are also essential for helping with the many tragic 
choices involved in coping with the emerging dilemmas; and, even more so, for the needed 
value innovations, including radical ones. However, the contemporary supply of such 
spiritual leaders, who should combine normative contemplation and creativity with a strong 
sense of rapidly changing reality, is very small. Indeed, it is near to zero, with only a single 
person meeting satisfying parts of the required qualities.

All the more I regret having no promising ideas on how to increase the supply of high-
quality global spiritual leaders. In the longer run, multi-religious discourse may help a little, 
as can introduction of relevant subjects into the curricula of seminaries. But more can be done 
to upgrade the qualities of political leaders by appropriate selection, mentoring, supply of 
professional staffs and other interventions than for developing high-quality spiritual leaders. 
At present, at least, the appearance of global spiritual leaders is, in this-worldly terms, mainly 
a matter of what Machiavelli called Fortuna. 

2.8 Proposition Eight. Political Leaders Are Critical, But to Meet Existential Needs 
of Humanity They Need Much Improvement

As noted, the situation is different in respect to political leadership. This being a main 
focus of my theoretic work, comparative studies, and practical experiences, I hope this 
interest of mine does not bias my views. But I think that clearly political leaders are critical 
in all efforts to contain the dangers of emerging science and technology knowledge and 
tools. Only they are legitimately and usually actually in charge of promulgating laws and 
regulations and giving binding directives. And in well-ordered states they have a monopoly 
over the use of large-scale force. Furthermore, only they can decide on setting up decisive 
global governance institutions and establish the necessary global regime.

This does not mean that political leaders can do so on their own and act freely as they may 
wish. They need support of salient populations and institutions and are constrained by law 
and a variety of power holders. Also, they need staffs and operate within machineries of 
governance, which help them but also limit them. Still, political leaders can do a lot to build 
up support and increase their freedom of choice, if they have the necessary qualities such as 
enlightening the public on which they depend and gaining its support. 

• The dangers of toxic political leaders is a real one and must not be ignored, all the more 
so as their enlarged tasks as discussed in this essay require more powerful leaders for 
overcoming frictions and also resistance – and this increases the dangers associated 
with possessing power. Therefore balances are needed, though not necessarily in their 
present form. Thus too narrow legal oversight may inhibit or at least unduly delay 
needed action. But given fitting answers to the classical question Quis custodiet ipsos 
custodes? (who will guard the guards themselves?), as can be designed with the help of 
innovative institution design, political leaders are critical for the concerns discussed in 
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this essay, though as noted in some respects spiritual 
leaders may be more important – inter alias by 
providing the cultural basis for high-quality political 
leadership.

• The statement that political leaders are crucial for 
dealing with the risks of bad uses of science and 
technology may seem obvious; but it is not so. 
Much contemporary discourse regards business 
entrepreneurs, civic actors, mass media etc. as more 
important. This is true for some aspects of impacting 
on the future, with scientists and technologists for 
instance providing much of the knowledge on which 
a better human future can be based. But it is political leaders who are in charge of critical 
choices, including providing the frames and bases, such as public safety, essential for 
other future-impacting activities, such as economic, cultural and scientific ones.

Granted the importance of political leaders, the question is reached whether the vast 
majority of contemporary ones are up to coping with emerging fateful issues. My proposed 
answer is a regretful but clear “in the main, no!”

To start with a rather elementary example, a minimum requirement from political leaders 
is good literacy in scientific and technological core trends and at least some understanding of 
their potential impacts. However my contacts with senior politicians in many countries leads 
me to the strong impression that this requirement is seldom met, though it is not difficult to 
acquire the necessary knowledge and understanding if one recognizes their necessity.

This is only a relatively small bit of what is missing in the minds of nearly all political 
leaders. My evaluation is that most political leaders (as well as most of the policy stratum 
worldwide) are preoccupied with current crises, pressures and demands; caged in “the art 
of the possible” instead of being committed to what is needed; and all-too-often, though not 
always, rushing forward with mental eyes fixated on rear mirrors.

In short, as detailed in my book, the vast majority of contemporary political leaders lack 
the moral, cognitive and volitional qualities essential for making correct fateful choices and 
fulfilling well the crucial extraordinary mission of looking out after the future of humanity, 
including appropriate uses of science and technology.

2.9 Proposition Nine. Priming Political Leaders to Cope with the Fateful Issues 
Posed by Science and Technology is a Top Priority Necessity

The gross inadequacies of political leaders are in part not the result of personal failures. 
Inappropriate institutional structures and the sleep-walking public carry much of the blame. 
But still, given all impediments, many political leaders could and would be better if they 
were aware of the need to upgrade themselves and had the will to do so even if this involves 
risks to their political careers. However, they receive little, if any, encouragement and 
help to do so. For example, nearly all the books being published on upgrading governance 
confine themselves to short term issues and narrow improvements. The “digital revolution” 

“Moral exhortations 
are in fashion, but 
focused and serious 
thought on better 
qualifying political 
leaders for new 
fateful issues is very 
scarce.” 
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is receiving a lot of attention, but the very idea of improving the quality of politicians is 
not only neglected but often “taboo” – as if somehow getting elected assures ipso facto that 
the selected is suitably qualified, and as if raising questions about such myths somehow 
contradicts the principles of democracy and endangers them. Moral exhortations are in 
fashion, but focused and serious thought on better qualifying political leaders for new fateful 
issues is very scarce.

At least and as a first step, political leaders should be primed (in the dictionary sense of 
“making someone ready to do something”) by being clearly presented with the nature of the 
novel fateful tasks facing them and the qualities of the mind which they need for doing them 
well.

More is needed, including institutional reforms. Thus, electoral processes may have to be 
reformed to assure that the public knows enough about candidates to make an informed choice; 
it may be necessary to prolong the time between elections so as to reduce the pressures of 
“politicking”; the influence of money on elections has to be neutralized; university teaching 
should include subjects preparing suitable students for becoming high-quality political 
leaders, far above and beyond what is offered now in the vast majority of political science 
departments and public policy schools; policy advisory staffs have to be upgraded; and more. 
But, first of all, the pressing necessity to improve politicians needs broad recognition, intense 
attention and deep pondering by salient epistemic communities, and by serious political 
leaders themselves.

To sum up with a second question and suggested reply: Can something be done to improve 
essential qualities of political leaders before a high price is paid for their inadequacies? 
My answer is a loud “yes”, but this depends on clearly recognizing what is needed before 
calamities become a harsh headmaster of humanity. 

3. Implications for WAAS and Related Actors
Drawing attention to the necessity to radically upgrade the qualities of political leaders 

and priming them to improve themselves are major responsibilities of “free floating” public 
interest intellectuals, whether located in think tanks, epistemic communities, or contemplating 
on their own. They can and should withdraw mentally from the blinders of what is accepted 
and, instead, consider what is becoming vital, somewhat as suggested by Arnold Toynbee. 
And if this involves transgressing some taboos and accepting some risks, so be it! Counter-
conventional thinking is a must for coping with radically novel issues.

Among the groups who shoulder the tasks of priming political leaders by pointing out 
their inadequacies and proposing ways for improving their qualities the World Academy of 
Art and Science, the Club of Rome, the Club of Madrid, the European Academy of Sciences 
and Arts and the World University Consortium should occupy a place of honor. But this is 
not so. 

They should realize that, in addition to fateful issues of preventing dangerous uses of 
science and technology, the best of proposals for protecting the climate, preventing depletion 
of resources, building social solidarity, reducing inequality, improving education and so on 
– have little chance of impacting substantively on reality without the support of political 
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leaders based on understanding of the issues. High-quality political leaders are not only a 
desideratum, but often a sine qua non for realizing proposals of the World Academy of Art 
and Science and related epistemic communities. Appealing to “global public opinion” will 
achieve near to nothing if political leaders are unwilling and lack understanding.

Therefore, priming political leaders for fateful choices and helping them to be adequately 
qualified for coping with them are proposed as a central subject of concern, through 
recommendations by the World Academy of Art and Science and related groups. I realize 
that this involves some risks, but without “speaking truth to power” little can be done to take 
care of the future of humanity.
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